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I do as I preach 
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Our “Solar Snow Koan” camp at Burning Man  



DOE Goal - Reach grid parity at 1$/W 
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The Solar Moore’s Law: 
Price drops by 20% for every doubling of production 
No doubling per 18 months: area is not scaled down as in chips 
DOE Sunshot initiative: Reach grid parity at 1$/W!  



Present Day 
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Present status: 0.53-0.72 $/W: Economy of scales, strong 
production in China: DOE’s SunShot goal achieved early! 
Present records: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BUT: (1) Fracking moved grid parity to ~0.3$/W 
         (2) Energy problem needs pursuing all promising ideas 
 
Bold & Innovative PV designs are needed 

GaAs	
 29% Alta Devices	

HIT c-Si cell	
 26% Panasonic, SunPower	

Thin film CdTe 	
 20% First Solar	

Organic solar cells	
 12% Sumitomo 



Solar Energy Conversion: Basics 
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1. No absorption below gap:  
    photon  wasted 
 
2. Absorption to bottom of  
    conduction band: optimal 
 
3. Absorption high into band:  
    excess energy to phonons heats cell 
 
Optimization of gap:   
    max efficiency: 31%   
           (Shockley Queisser 1961) 

In real PV cells ~80% of incident 
solar energy is lost! 
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Examples of Innovative PV Designs 
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Multiple  
junctions 

Intermediate  
Band absorbs  
IR photons: 

Boosts absorption  
at low energies. 
Max eff: 49% 

Multiple excitons  
generated by high  

energy photon: 
Boosts absorption  
at high energies. 

Max eff: 44%   

3 I 

Hot carriers 

3 V 
Eg 

Measured efficiency increases 
not close to theoretical maxima 



Selection of Innovative PV Designs  
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IB boosts 
absorption at 
low energies 

CM boosts 
absorption at 
high energies   

In the 17 years since its invention, 
IB was only tried in epitaxial solar 

cell structures, with limited success.  
IB was never tried in colloidal NPs 

Efficiency of colloidal nanoparticle 
solar cells rapidly grew to 9.2% by 
2014 from 4% a few years ago. 

Organic PV(McGehee): 9%-2011, 12%-2014  

CM can be enhanced by  
(a) optimizing NP design, and  

(b) implementing IB at the same time 
to pursue CM-IB synergies 



The Full Spectrum Boost Project 
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IB boosts 
absorption at 
low energies 

CM boosts 
absorption at 
high energies   

Implement the Intermediate 
Band mechanism in colloidal NP 

solar cells 

Focus on colloidal nanoparticle 
solar cells 

 (a) Optimize NP design for CM  
(b) Implement CM and IB to 

boost absorption at low & high E 



The Perovskite Revolution Started in  
Nanoparticle Solar Cells too 
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Perovskite: CH3NH3PbI3 

“High Tc-like” explosion 

Simple, low temperature 
solution-based fabrication 

Lifetime ~ hours 

Top cell for Si? 
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commentary

The light and shade of 
perovskite solar cells
Michael Grätzel

The rise of metal halide perovskites as light harvesters has stunned the photovoltaic community. As the 
efficiency race continues, questions on the control of the performance of perovskite solar cells and on its 
characterization are being addressed.

Alkali-metal lead and tin halides 
had been synthesized already in 
18931, yet the first crystallographic 

studies that determined that caesium lead 
halides had a perovskite structure with the 
chemical formula CsPbX3 (X = Cl, Br or I) 
were only carried out 64 years later by the 
Danish scientist Christian Møller2. He also 
observed that these coloured materials 
were photoconductive, thus suggesting 
that they behave as semiconductors. In 
1978, Dieter Weber replaced caesium with 
methylammonium cations (CH3NH3

+) 

to generate the first three-dimensional 
organic–inorganic hybrid perovskites3,4. 
The general crystal structure of these 
materials is shown in Fig. 1. Caesium 
ions or small organic cations such as 
methylammonium and formamidinium 
occupy the cuboctahedral voids formed 
by the 12 nearest-neighbour halide ions. 
The structural characterization of hybrid 
perovskites of the formula CH3NH3BX3 
(with B = Sn(ii) or Pb(ii), and X = Cl, 
Br or I) has also been reviewed in more 
recent studies5.

Methylammonium lead iodide, 
CH3NH3PbI3, has both interesting optical 
and electronic properties that have been 
actively investigated during the past 
two decades5–7. It is a semiconducting 
pigment with a direct bandgap of 1.55 eV 
corresponding to an absorption onset of 
800 nm (ref. 6), which makes this material 
a good light absorber over the whole visible 
solar emission spectrum. The excitons 
produced by light absorption have a 
weak binding energy of about 0.030 eV, 
which means that most of them dissociate 
very rapidly into free carriers at room 
temperature8. The electrons and holes 
produced in this material exhibit a small 
effective mass9 resulting in high carrier 
mobilities that range from 7.5 cm2 V–1 s–1 for 
electrons9 to 12.5 cm2 V–1 s–1 – 66 cm2 V–1 s–1 
for holes10. Their recombination occurs on 

a timescale of hundreds of nanoseconds, 
resulting in long carrier-diffusion 
lengths — that is, the average distance 
that can be covered by carriers before they 
recombine — ranging between 100 nm 
and 1,000 nm (refs 11,12). Despite some 
of these appealing properties that were 
already known for more than 20 years, 
the extraordinary potential of hybrid 
perovskites in photovoltaic applications 
was only revealed less than 5 years 
ago by researchers working on liquid-
electrolyte-based dye-sensitized solar cells 
(DSSCs)13,14. These two papers and the 
three publications15–17 that followed in 2012, 
reporting on the use of tin or lead iodide 
perovskites in a solid-state version of the 
DSSC, set off the current meteoric rise of 
perovskite solar cells (PSCs).

Ascension of perovskite solar cells
In 2009, when Kojima et al. introduced 
CH3NH3PbI3 and the larger-bandgap 

analogue CH3NH3PbBr3 as sensitizers 
for liquid-electrolyte-based DSSCs13, 
the power-conversion efficiency (PCE) 
measured under standard characterization 
conditions reached a mere 3.8%, and the 
device stability was poor due to the rapid 
dissolution of the perovskite in the organic 
solvent. However, by changing both the 
electrolyte formulation and the method 
of depositing the perovskite, the group 
of Nam-Gyu Park was able to increase 
the device performance and stability 
attaining a PCE of 6.5%14. The authors 
noted that CH3NH3PbI3 was a superior 
light harvester compared with the more 
commonly used molecular N719 ruthenium 
sensitizer, meaning that a thinner absorbing 
layer was sufficient to obtain good 
light-conversion performance.

A key advance was subsequently made by 
replacing the liquid electrolyte with a solid-
state hole conductor (or hole-transporting 
material, HTM), that is, CsSnI3–xFx (ref. 15) 
or spiro-MeOTAD16,17. Not only did the 
conversion efficiency double, but the cell 
stability also improved greatly as a result 
of avoiding the use of a liquid solvent. At 
this stage, the embodiment of the PSC was 
an exact mimic of the solid-state DSSCs 
(Fig. 2). The N719 dye15 or the CH3NH3PbI3 
perovskite nanoparticles16,17 assume the 
role of the sensitizer injecting electrons 
in a mesoscopic TiO2 scaffold and holes 
in a solid-state HTM. Both the TiO2 and 
the HTM act as selective contacts through 
which the charge carriers produced 
by photoexcitation of the perovskite 
nanoparticles are extracted.

A change in paradigm occurred with the 
discovery by Lee et al.17 that a mesoporous 
scaffold made of Al2O3 instead of TiO2 
produced similar — if not better — 
conversion efficiencies, even though Al2O3 
is unable to assist in electron extraction due 
to its large bandgap. This suggested that the 
perovskite itself transported the electrons 

Figure 1 | Crystal structure of cubic metal halide 
perovskites with the generic chemical formula 
ABX3. Organic or inorganic cations occupy 
position A (green) whereas metal cations and 
halides occupy the B (grey) and X (purple) 
positions, respectively.

© 2014 Macmillan Publishers Limited. All rights reserved
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to the front collector electrode composed 
of a compact blocking layer of TiO2 
deposited on a fluorine-doped tin oxide 
conducting glass (Fig. 3a). These researchers 
proposed that the electrons percolate along 
the surface of the Al2O3 nanoparticles 
through an ultrathin conformal coating 
of CH3NH3PbI3. However, until now, the 
role — if any — of the mesoscopic Al2O3 
scaffold in these devices, for which the term 
‘meso-superstructured’ has been coined, 
remains obscure.

At the same time, it became clear from 
the studies of Etgar et al.18 that CH3NH3PbI3 
could also assume the role of a hole 
conductor, obviating the need for employing 
an additional HTM. Although the initial 
conversion efficiency for these ‘HTM-free’ 
architectures was only about 5%, it has 
been growing steadily over the past two 
years. Today, PSC embodiments based on 
HTM-free mesoscopic CH3NH3PbI3/TiO2 
heterojunctions that use a double layer of 
TiO2 and ZrO2 as scaffold, and carbon as a 
back contact have reached a certified PCE of 
12.8% and — contrary to many HTM-based 
PSCs — exhibit excellent stability under 
long-term light soaking19. 

The finding that CH3NH3PbI3 can act as 
a hole conductor in a PSC prompted a new 
development culminating in the realization 
of nanocomposite solar cells20, where the 
TiO2 scaffold is fully infiltrated with the 
perovskite light harvester (Fig. 3b). This 
allowed the mesoscopic CH3NH3PbI3/TiO2 
film thickness to be reduced to 200–300 nm 
without sacrificing photocurrent. Note 
that this PSC configuration featured a 
poly(triarylamine) HTM instead of the 
previously employed spiro-MeOTAD20. 
Application of energy-dispersive 
spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction 
depth profiling confirmed that the pores 
of the TiO2 film were fully infiltrated 
with the CH3NH3PbI3, whereas the 
poly(triarylamine) penetrated the scaffold 
to a much smaller degree. A high PCE 
of 12% was achieved, suggesting that the 
carrier collection by hole transport through 
the perovskite was very effective. Transistor 
measurements confirmed that CH3NH3PbI3 
behaved as an ambipolar semiconductor, 
being able to transport both electrons 
and holes in keeping with the results of 
Lee et al.17 and Etgar and colleagues18. This 
paved the way towards PSC configurations 
with a planar geometry21,22, as shown 
in Fig. 3c.

Engineering the deposition process
The results described previously relied 
on the single-step deposition of the 
perovskite pigment using a mixture of PbX2 
and CH3NH3X (X = Cl, Br or I) from a 

common solvent such as γ-butyrolactone, 
dimethylformamide or dimethylsulphoxide. 
However, this approach typically led to 
uncontrolled morphological variations, 
which resulted in poor reproducibility 
of photovoltaic performance. To gain a 
better control of the crystal formation 
and growth a sequential deposition 
method was developed23. Lead iodide 
(PbI2) was first loaded by spin coating 
from dimethylformamide onto the 
mesoporous titanium dioxide film and 
then exposed to a solution of CH3NH3I in 
isopropanol; this led to the formation of 
the final perovskite pigment penetrating 
the porous titania film. Strikingly, on the 
mesoscopic length scale the conversion 
occurred within seconds and permitted 
much better control over the perovskite 
morphology than with the single-step 
route. An image of the cross-section of the 
device is shown in Fig. 4. This technique 
greatly increased the reproducibility of the 
solar cell’s performance and boosted the 
PCE to 15%. Subsequently, the PCE of a 
perovskite photovoltaic cell prepared by a 
modified two-step procedure was certified 
to be 15.45%.

Much progress has also been made in 
the preparation of planar PSCs, where 
various methods have been applied 
ranging from dual-source high-vacuum 
evaporation21,22 to sequential liquid–vapour 
phase deposition24 and low-temperature 
solution casting25.

Today, the best-performing cells have 
reached a certified PCE of 17.9%, which is 
more than four times higher than the value 
attained in 2009; an unprecedented and 
stunning rise in efficiency for a photovoltaic 
technology. The group of Sang Il Seok has 
achieved these latest advances by judicious 
selection of solvent mixtures based on 

γ-butyrolactone, dimethylsulphoxide 
and toluene to control the nucleation 
of CH3NH3PbI3 crystals within the 
mesoporous TiO2 scaffold and the 
subsequent growth of a dense CH3NH3PbI3 
capping layer. The latter plays a crucial role 
in enhancing the absorption of photons 
by the perovskite in the wavelength 
region above 550 nm, thus substantially 
increasing the photocurrent. In this issue 
of Nature Materials is an Article by this 
group26 in which they describe in detail 
their method of solvent-controlled crystal-
growth engineering used to attain these 
high PCE values.

More exciting discoveries
The recent intense research efforts have 
unravelled some extraordinary properties of 
these metal halide perovskites. For instance, 
a giant low-frequency dielectric constant 
exceeding 1 million was recently observed 
in CH3NH3PbI3 films under illumination, 
whereas the value was 1,000 times smaller 
in the dark27. As a consequence of the high 
dielectric constant, these materials show 
a very large capacitance that is likely to be 
the cause of the slow impedance response 
in the mHz frequency range observed with 
these systems28. The observation of a giant 
dielectric constant suggests that a very 
strong polarization of the perovskite lattice 
occurs in response to the electric field, that 
is, the photovoltage, which is generated 
under illumination. This polarization is 
likely to originate from the displacement of 
CH3NH3

+ cations, which is also at the origin 
of the ionic conductivity of metal halide 
perovskites10,29. As a consequence of the 
displacement, ion-induced screening of the 
Coulombic attraction between the charge 
carriers generated by light is enhanced 
and electrons and holes can separate more 

Glass substrate (front contact)

Sensitizer
TiO2
HTM
Blocking layer
TCO
Back contacte–

h+

h+

e–

Figure 2 | Schematic cross-section of a solid-state mesoscopic solar cell using N719 or CH3NH3PbI3 as a 
sensitizer. The perovskite nanoparticles are precipitated from solution onto a mesoscopic TiO2 film acting 
as an electron-extraction layer. Spiro-MeOTAD was mostly used as an HTM16,17. The external electric 
circuit contacting the solar cell is shown in black. In the close-up view on the left, the light radiation 
(yellow wavy arrow) hitting the sensitizer generates electrons (e–) and holes (h+) that are transported in 
the TiO2 and HTM layers, respectively. TCO, transparent conducting tin oxide layer. 

© 2014 Macmillan Publishers Limited. All rights reserved



Full Spectrum Boost: Theory Infrastructure 

One particle energies: DFT, GW, Quantum Espresso      ,PBE, PBE0  

Nanoparticle Structure: ab-initio-driven structural relaxation  

Carrier 
Multiplication: 

X->XX rate 

Optical absorption:  
TDDFT 

Transport:  
Parameter & lifetime calculation 

Intermediate 
Band: VB/IB, 
VB/CB rates 
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Ab-initio compute  
of E1p, Ec, τ  for 
Marcus/Miller-A. 
hopping transport 

Band formation, 
Lifetime for 
Boltzmann 
transport 



Plan of the Talk 

Intermediate Band boost at low energies  

Carrier Multiplication Boost at high energies  

Transport to extract photo-induced charge carriers 
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Plan of the Talk 

Intermediate Band boost at low energies  

Carrier Multiplication Boost at high energies  

Transport to extract photo-induced charge carriers 
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Down-conversion by Carrier Multiplication 
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E 

DOS 

Keep energy of high energy 
photons in electronic sector: 

Electron relaxation by Carrier 
Multiplication: 

Photo-excited first exciton 
relaxes by exciting second 
exciton instead of phonons 

Max efficiency:  
44% 1 Sun       (Klimov 2005) 
70% 1000 Sun (Nozik 2013)   

Coulom
b 	


interaction 



8 N. SCLAR AND E. BURSTEIN 

in different samples from 1 to lo3 seconds. The 
existence of these effects makes the data in the 
prebreakdown region uncertain. By using freshly 
etched and carefully electroded samples, it is 
possible to avoid these difficulties. In addition, ‘the 
above “space charge” effects are not observed when 
separate current and voltage probes are used. 

MECHANISM FOR BREAKDOWN 

Since experimentally it is possible to rule out 
surface phenomena, the breakdown can be 
regarded as a bulk phenomenon involving either 
an increase in the concentration of the free charge 
carriers or an increase in the mobility of the 
charge carriers. From Hall effect measurements, it 
can be readily demonstrated that the breakdown 
mechanism involves predominantly an increase in 
free charge concentration. In Fig. 10 the increase 

Z A 

FIG. 10. The Hall effect in breakdown. The concentra- 
tion of free carriers and the measured current show the 
same dependence on applied voltage. This indicates that 
the breakdown is accompanied by a change in the con- 

centration of free carriers. 

of concentration of free charge carriers at the 
critical breakdown field is verified by a measure- 
ment of the dependence of the quantity l/Rq, 
where R is the Hall coefficient and q the charge 
of the carrier, on the applied voltage. Included in 
the plot is the measured current. On the basis of 
a simple energy-band interpretation, the con- 
centration of free charge carriers is given by 

1 
a=r-- 

& 

where r is a constant which depends on the mech- 
anism for the scattering of the carriers and is of 
the order of 1. From the plot we see that the 
concentration of free charge carriers increases in 
the same way as the current when the sample 
breaks down. This is obviously the most direct 
evidence for the increase of charge carrier con- 
centration at breakdown. In Figs. 11 and 12 the 

V volt 

FIG. 11. The mobility in breakdown. After the sample 
breaks down, the mobility is independent of applied 

voltage. 

8 0.4 

% 0.2 
106 107 lee 109 1010 lo” d* d3 

l/Re cmm3 

FIG. 12. The mobility in breakdown. After the sample 
breaks down, the mobility is independent of the con- 
centration of free carriers and the concentration of ionized 

centers up to 101*/cm3. 

ratio R/p is plotted as a function of the applied 
voltage and concentration of free charge carriers, 
respectively. The quantity R/p = rp where p is 
the resistivity and p is the mobility. It is seen that 
the mobility is reduced by a factor of approxi- 
mately two as the sample reaches the breakdown 
field and is then substantially constant. Thus the 

Carrier Multiplication - 1957 
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J. Phys. Chem. Solids. Pergamon Press 1957. Vol. 2. pp. l-23. 

IMPACT IONIZATION OF IMPURITIES IN GERMANIUM* 

N. SCLAKt AND E. BIJKSTBIN 

United States Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C. 

(Received 16 September 1956) 

Abstract-The low-temperature electrical breakdown effect in germanium is investigated 
experimentally as a function of the temperature, magnetic field, background radiation, type and 
concentration of impurities, geometry, surface effects and the orientation of the specimens. A 
study is also made of the time dependence. The effect is shown to involve charge carrier multiplica- 
tion which is attributed to the impact ionization of impurities by free charge carriers. A mean 
value theory is developed for the critical breakdown field which yields E, = 2c//.1 [(71/2kT)-1] * 
where c is the velocity of sound, p is the mobility of the carriers, I is the ionization energy of the 
impurities and y is a factor which corrects for the fact that electrons with energy higher than 
the mean value initiate the breakdown. The data are shown to be in substantial agreement with 
this theory. The framework for the more rigorous transport theory is outlined and used to compute 
rise and decay times for the breakdown, which are consistent with the experimental observations. 

INTKODUCTION 

ACCORDING to semiconductor theory, in the 
absence of radiation and for a nondegenerate 
specimen, germanium should become an insulator 
as its temperature approaches absolute zero. By 
raising the temperature, we are able to excite free 
charge carriers bound to neutral impurity centers 
to the conduction band by thermal processes and 
thus to increase the conductivity. Another familiar 
way by which the concentration of the free charge 
carriers may be increased is by optical ionization, 
the requisite energy being supplied by irradiation 
with light of suitable wavelength. A third ioniza- 
tion process is the impact ionization of the neutral 
centers by the free charge carriers. The free charge 
carriers gain energy from the applied field. When 
a charge carrier’s energy reaches the ionization 
energy, it is able to ionize by the transfer of its 
kinetic energy, and charge multiplication can take 
place. Such a process would be expected to lead 
to a nonlinearity in a voltage vs. current character- 
istic, the nonlinearity occurring at the voltage 
corresponding to the critical field. 

* This work is based on the material presented in an 
invited paper to the A.P.S. on April 28, 1955. 

7 Part of a thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of 
the Ph.D. requirements at Syracuse University. 

Now at Durnont Labs. Inc., E. Paterson, N. J., U.S.A. 

The experimental data to be presented are con- 
cerned with the reversible nondestructive break- 
down effect which occurs at relatively low fields at 
a low temperature in germanium. This effect has 
been studied as a function of geometry of speci- 
men, surface treatment, magnetic field, tempera- 
ture, background radiation, concentration of 
impurities and time of application of the field. The 
data are shown to be consistent with the picture 
that the “breakdown” is due to the impact ioniza- 
tion of neutral impurities. 

BACKGROUND 

Nonlinear current-voltage characteristics at low 
temperatures (4.2”K) were first reported for ger- 
manium by ESTERMANN et al.(r) They found, in 
general, a decrease in resistance with applied 
voltage but the measurements were complicated 
by a dependence of resistance on the direction of 
current. Similar results were obtained by 
GERRITSEN@) at 1.7”K. He found a nonlinearity 
setting in between 4 and 4.5 volts. In addition to 
a dependence of the resistance on current direction, 
he found a change of resistance due to cycling 
between the room and the low temperature. A 
theoryc3) was advanced to explain these effects, 
apparently with some success, based on local 
fluctuation in the concentration of donors and 

A 1 

“Impact Ionization” (=CM)  
has a 1% efficiency in bulk 

               Sclar (1957) 



Carrier Multiplication 
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Save the exciton generation from jaws of electron-phonon interaction: 

                   “We gonna need a bigger Coulomb interaction” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Carrier Multiplication 
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Save the exciton generation from jaws of electron-phonon interaction: 

                   “We gonna need a bigger Coulomb interaction” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.  In nanoparticles electrons cannot avoid each other: screening is 
reduced, Coulomb interaction enhanced  (Nozik 2001) 
2. Use Mott insulators/perovskites! U large in bulk (Manousakis 2010) 



CM in Nanoparticles: Discovery, Status 

Klimov, Schaller (2004) quantum yield  
(=#electrons/photon) up to 700% 
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Beard (2011): CM present,  
with lower efficiency  

Nanoparticles in solution, not in solar cell 



First working CM/MEG solar cell: Dec. 2011 

EQE>100%:  

Proves presence of CM 

Peak External Photocurrent Quantum
Efficiency Exceeding 100% via MEG
in a Quantum Dot Solar Cell
Octavi E. Semonin,1,2 Joseph M. Luther,1 Sukgeun Choi,1 Hsiang-Yu Chen,1 Jianbo Gao,1,3

Arthur J. Nozik,1,4* Matthew C. Beard1*

Multiple exciton generation (MEG) is a process that can occur in semiconductor nanocrystals, or
quantum dots (QDs), whereby absorption of a photon bearing at least twice the bandgap energy
produces two or more electron-hole pairs. Here, we report on photocurrent enhancement arising from
MEG in lead selenide (PbSe) QD-based solar cells, as manifested by an external quantum efficiency
(the spectrally resolved ratio of collected charge carriers to incident photons) that peaked at 114 T 1%
in the best device measured. The associated internal quantum efficiency (corrected for reflection
and absorption losses) was 130%. We compare our results with transient absorption measurements
of MEG in isolated PbSe QDs and find reasonable agreement. Our findings demonstrate that MEG
charge carriers can be collected in suitably designed QD solar cells, providing ample incentive to better
understand MEG within isolated and coupled QDs as a research path to enhancing the efficiency
of solar light harvesting technologies.

Third-generation solar energy conversion
strategies attempt to improve the overall
conversion efficiency by channeling ex-

cess photon energy normally lost to heat into
usable free energy (1). One approach that has
received considerable attention involves using
quantum dots (QDs) to harvest that excess en-
ergy as additional charge carriers via multiple ex-
citon generation (MEG) (2). A similar process
occurs within bulk semiconductors (impact ion-
ization); however, it requires 7 eV (180 nm) pho-
tons to produce one extra carrier in silicon (3)
and therefore is incapable of impacting solar cell
technologies. MEG has been shown to occur in
isolated PbSe QDs at about twice the efficiency
(4) observed in bulk PbSe, demonstrating that
quantum confinement can increase the efficien-
cy of the primary conversion step from a high-
energy photon to multiple charge carriers (5–7).
These studies used ultrafast transient absorp-
tion spectroscopy (TAS) to infer the number of
electron-hole pairs produced per absorbed pho-
ton. Because of the indirect nature of the mea-
surements, as well as the high photon fluences
needed, there have been conflicting reports re-
garding the quantum yield determined from
TAS (8–11). Furthermore, disagreements have
arisen over the impact that MEG can have on
solar energy conversion (7, 8). Therefore, con-
firming the TAS results and demonstrating that
MEG can occur in a working solar cell without

external bias and under 1-sun solar intensities
have been important research goals.

Two recent reports have shown progress
toward these goals. Sambur et al. reported an
internal quantum efficiency (IQE) greater than
100% in a photoelectrochemical cell consisting
of a monolayer of PbS QDs strongly coupled to
an atomically flat anatase surface (12), although
the external quantum efficiency (EQE) and power
conversion efficiency (PCE) were small due to

the limited absorption of the monolayer of QDs.
Similarly, MEG has been invoked as an explana-
tion for increased ultraviolet (UV) responsivity
in PbS QD photoconductors (13) measured un-
der a large external bias. However, showing an
EQE greater than 100% without an applied bias
has remained an open challenge. The EQE is a
spectrally resolved photocurrent measured un-
der zero external bias and represents the ratio of
photocarriers collected by an external circuit to
the number of incident photons at a given wave-
length. This includes those photons that never
reach the active layer due to reflection and ab-
sorption by inactive layers, so an EQE greater
than 100% implies an IQE (restricted to photons
absorbed by the active layer) that is possibly even
greater. Here, we demonstrate a peak EQE as high
as 114 T 1% in a PbSe QD solar cell, providing
definitive proof that MEG occurs in QDs.

Our approach toward this demonstration has
been to form arrays of all-QD absorber layers
that can be incorporated into suitable solar cell
architectures such as Schottky barriers and p-n
planar heterojunctions (used in this study). The
assembly of the QD layer must address a multi-
tude of issues resulting from the synthetic tech-
niques used to produce the colloidal QDs before
deposition. Long-chain organic ligands, such as
oleic acid, are used in the synthesis of PbSe
QDs to control growth kinetics, allow for stable
colloidal dispersions, and passivate surface states
through their metal-ligand chemistry. However,
when present in QD films, they create a large
barrier to electronic transport. Therefore, these
ligands must be removed while maintaining or

REPORTS

1National Renewable Energy Laboratory, 1617 Cole Boulevard,
Golden, CO 80401, USA. 2Department of Physics, University of
Colorado, 390 UCB, Boulder, CO 80309, USA. 3Department of
Physics and Astronomy, University of Toledo, MS 111, Toledo,
OH 43606, USA. 4Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry,
University of Colorado, 215 UCB, Boulder, CO 80309, USA
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devices, with QD size-dependent bandgaps (Eg)
of 0.98 eV (Fig. 2, A and B), 0.83 eV (Fig. 2, C
and D), and 0.72 eV (Fig. 2, E and F). At the
lowest photon energies (hn) the first exciton ab-
sorption peak is clearly visible, and optical mode
buildup is responsible for the observed oscil-
lations at higher photon energies. Despite re-
flection and absorption by the glass, ITO, and
ZnO layers before the incident light reaches the
QD layer, the device with the largest sized QDs
(Eg = 0.72 eV) exhibited an EQE of 106 T 3%
at 3.44 eV photon energy (l = 360 nm) (Fig.
2E). We determined the IQE from the EQE in
two ways. First, because all photons not absorbed
within the solar cell are reflected, to first order, the
IQE is equal to the EQE divided by ½1 − RðhnÞ$,
where R(hv) (Fig. 2, brown) is the reflectance at
a photon energy of hn (measured using an in-
tegrating sphere to include diffuse reflectance).
The EQE=ð1 − RÞ ratio (Fig. 2, purple) repre-
sents the lower limit to the IQE, as it is not cor-
rected for light absorbed by other layers that do
not contribute to the photocurrent. For example,
the EQE=ð1 − RÞ ratio decreases for photon en-
ergies less than 2 eV because of ITO absorption
in that near-infrared spectral region. To account
for such losses, we used a second approach. We
determined the absorptance and reflectance of
each layer by applying an optical model (18) with
index of refraction (n) and extinction coefficient
(k) determined by ellipsometry for each compo-
nent layer (see SOM text for ellipsometry and
modeling details, and fig. S2 for plotted refrac-
tive indices).

In the UV-visible spectral region of most in-
terest, the modeled reflectance (Fig. 2, dashed
black) and the measured reflectance (brown) agree
very well and are fairly insensitive to QD and
ZnO layer thicknesses because in this region the
photons are all absorbed within 50 to 100 nm of
the ZnO/QD interface. We show how the IQE
and calculated R vary in fig. S4 for different
layer thicknesses. The IQE is determined by nor-

malizing the EQE to the calculated absorptance
(Eq. 1):

IQE ¼ EQE
A

ð1Þ

where we include the absorptance of both the
ZnO and the PbSe layers A = APbSe + AZnO.
The IQE differs fromEQE=ð1 − RÞ only slightly
in the UV-visible region but more in the longer-
wavelength region (where absorption by ITO
does not yield photocurrent). The IQE curves
exhibit short-circuit collection yields of around
85% until the photon energy surpasses the MEG
threshold, after which the IQE rises to a peak
efficiency of 130% in the 0.72 eV QDs, 108% in
the 0.83 eV QDs, and 98% in the 0.98 eV QDs.
The glass, ITO, and ZnO begin to absorb large
quantities of light at photon energies greater
than 3.5 eV, and the EQE and IQE drop sharply.
Enhanced interfacial recombination of carriers at
these high photon energies may also contribute
to the drops in EQE and IQE, as is typical in
conventional solar cells.

To verify the accuracy of our measurement
apparatus, we measured the EQE of a Thorlabs
FDS-100-CAL calibrated silicon photodiode and
observed excellent agreement with the commer-
cially provided NIST-traceable calibration (fig.
S5). In an effort to reduce the ~3% uncertainty
associated with the full-spectrum EQE determi-
nation, we then optimized our apparatus for mea-
surement in the near-UV where the EQE peaks
and applied it to three sets of PbSe QDs with
bandgaps near 0.72 eV (Fig. 3A). The best de-
vice measured had a peak EQE of 107.5 T 0.6%,
which increased to 114 T 1% with the applica-
tion of a 70-nm film of MgF2 to act as an anti-
reflection coating on the glass. Of the 18 devices
made, all achieved EQE values over 95% and
15 exhibited EQE greater than 100%. The mea-
surement uncertainty ranged from T0.6 to T1%
at the peak. The variations result from slightly
different film thicknesses, degree of ligand re-

moval, surface passivation, and other uncontrolled
variables.

There are several reports of IQE greater than
100% and one report of an EQE greater than
100% based on impact ionization in bulk semi-
conductor devices. Canfield et al. (3) reported a
peak EQE of 128% at a photon energy of 7.7 eV
in a bulk silicon photodiode, corresponding to a
relative photon energy of 7 Eg. For bulk silicon-
based solar cells, the photon energy threshold
for carrier multiplication occurs around 3.9 eV,
or 3.5 Eg (3), and at 2.8 eV, or 4.1 Eg, in ger-
manium (29). Here, the onset for the 0.72 eV
bandgap QDs was ~2 eV or ~2.8 Eg.

To further assess the MEG efficiency, hMEG

(7), in Fig. 3B, we plotted the IQE curves from
Fig. 2 versus hn=Eg (the photon energy normal-
ized to the bandgap of the QD). Some researchers
suggest (8) that to assess the fundamental photo-
physics of the MEG process, the quantum effi-
ciency should be plotted on an absolute photon
energy basis (see fig. S6 for a plot on the ab-
solute photon energy basis). However, we argue
(7) that the hn=Eg basis is more appropriate for
understanding the fundamental competition be-
tween hot-carrier cooling and the MEG relaxa-
tion channel, as well as the practical utility for
solar energy conversion. The slope of such plots
is also proportional to the number of additional
excitons created per bandgap of photoexcitation.
Regarding this issue, we find it notable that the
IQE curves for different sized QDs are so sim-
ilar on the hn=Eg basis, indicating that the abil-
ity to convert high-energy photons to multiple
excitons is mainly determined by the excess en-
ergy relative to the threshold energy required to
create an exciton.

We compared photocurrent results to spectro-
scopic results reported in previous literature in
Fig. 3C. We found a clear trend in peak IQE val-
ues (blue circles) that agrees well with spectroscopic
measurements (hollow triangles and squares), de-
spite a difference of about 15% due to intrinsic
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with an antireflective coating (black). (B) Collected IQE curves versus the ratio
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Nanoparticle solar cells appeared on the  
NREL efficiency chart in 2010  



 

QCD - The Quantum Confinement Dilemma 
in Nanoparticle Solar Cells  

20	


Positives Negatives 

Enhances Coulomb 
interaction: 

Enhances CM  

Widens gap: 
Absorption is pushed 
out of solar spectrum 

Localizes charges: 
Hinders transport 



QCD - The Quantum Confinement Dilemma 
in Nanoparticle Solar Cells  
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Decreasing size enhances CM but introduces negatives 

Positives:  
Decreasing size  

increases Coulomb, CM 
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Transcending QCD  
in Nanoparticle Solar Cells  
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Transcendent factors:  
Preserve positives, suppress negatives 

Positives:  
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Transcending QCD  
in Nanoparticle Solar Cells  

 

Transcendent factors:  
preserve positives, suppress negatives 

1. Surface reconstruction of nanoparticles 

2. Shape engineering of nanoparticles: from dots to rods 

3. Exotic core phase nanoparticles 

4. Charge separation, transport and extraction 
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FIG. 1. Size dependence of the single-particle-averaged im-
pact ionization rate for non-reconstructed clusters: (a) rate
plotted on an absolute energy scale, (b) rate plotted on a rel-
ative energy scale, the energy being normalized with the gap
of the corresponding nanoparticle. (c) Size dependence of the
averaged Coulomb matrix element and (d) number of trions.
The color code for the lines in (b), (c) and (d) subfigures is the
same as in (a). Note that while in (a) the largest d=2.0 nm
nanoparticle has the highest impact ionization rate, the oppo-
site is true in (b) where the smallest d=1.1 nm nanoparticle
wins.

that such reconstructed nanoparticles might indeed form
[36].

Results and discussion – We first analyzed the effects
of quantum confinement as a function of the nanoparticle
size. As expected, the electronic band gap increased and
the EDOS at low energy decreased [see Fig. 1(a)] as the
nanoparticle diameter decreased. In addition, in agree-
ment with Nozik’s predictions [4], the screened effective
Coulomb interaction Weff was enhanced [see Fig. 1(c)].

Fig. 1(c)(upper panel) shows that the effective
Coulomb matrix element W eff increased with decreas-
ing particle size on relative energy scales. Fig. 1(c)(lower
panel) shows that the TDOS remained nearly constant
as the nanoparticle size decreased on the relative energy
scale and thus decreased on the absolute energy scale. In
sum, Fig. 1(a) shows that for non-reconstructed NPs, on
absolute energy scales the DOS reduction effect prevailed
over the enhanced interaction, leading to a reduction of
the impact ionization rate Γ.

One way to decrease the gap of small NPs and increase
the EDOS at low energy is to reconstruct their surfaces
[37–40]. We investigated the effect of surface reconstruc-
tion on the impact ionization (II) rates by comparing
results obtained for 1.2 and 2.0 nm NP with and without
reconstructed surfaces.

In the nanoparticle with d=1.2 nm, the (2× 1)-like re-
construction gave rise to a class of low energy states, re-
ducing the gap by 1 eV [Fig. 2(a)]. Correspondingly, the
impact ionization rate of the reconstructed nanoparticles

FIG. 2. (a) Impact ionization rate for the d=1.2 nm and
d=2.0 nm nanoparticle with and without surface reconstruc-
tion. Enhancement in the (b) trion density of states (TDOS)
due to surface reconstruction for the d=2 nm nanoparticle.

FIG. 3. (a) Hole and electron contributions (Eq. 2) to the
averaged exciton rate for the d=1.1 nm nanoparticle. Blue
solid and red dotted lines represent electron and hole impact
ionization rates, respectively. (b) subfigure shows the same
for the d=2 nm nanoparticle.

was strongly enhanced on the absolute energy scales as
well. A similar enhancement was found for the 2 nm NP
[Fig. 2(a)]. However, in the smaller NP the ionization
rate was mainly enhanced by the gap reduction, whereas
for the d=2 nm nanoparticle, the gap was essentially un-
changed and the TDOS enhancement was the primary
driver of the rate increase.

This is illustrated in Figs. 2(b), where we plot the en-
hancement of the TDOS for both electrons and holes.
While the TDOS for the reconstructed nanoparticle was
on average larger than that of the non-reconstructed one
[Fig. 2(b)], the enhancement of the effective matrix ele-
ment was closer to zero [35]. The combination of these
two effects lead to a promising overall 20-30% increase of
the II rate in the energy range of interest. These findings
indicated that reducing the energy gap and enhancing
the EDOS within the bands by surface reconstruction
are promising avenues to maximize the benefits of MEG
for solar energy conversion.

To gain a more detailed picture of the II process, we
separately analyzed the contribution of holes and elec-
trons to the computed II rates (Eq. 2). As shown in
Fig. 3(a), the single-particle-averaged ionization rate of
hole-mediated processes showed an oscillatory behavior
in the d=1.1 nm nanoparticle. These oscillations were

3

FIG. 1. Size dependence of the single-particle-averaged im-
pact ionization rate for non-reconstructed clusters: (a) rate
plotted on an absolute energy scale, (b) rate plotted on a rel-
ative energy scale, the energy being normalized with the gap
of the corresponding nanoparticle. (c) Size dependence of the
averaged Coulomb matrix element and (d) number of trions.
The color code for the lines in (b), (c) and (d) subfigures is the
same as in (a). Note that while in (a) the largest d=2.0 nm
nanoparticle has the highest impact ionization rate, the oppo-
site is true in (b) where the smallest d=1.1 nm nanoparticle
wins.

that such reconstructed nanoparticles might indeed form
[36].

Results and discussion – We first analyzed the effects
of quantum confinement as a function of the nanoparticle
size. As expected, the electronic band gap increased and
the EDOS at low energy decreased [see Fig. 1(a)] as the
nanoparticle diameter decreased. In addition, in agree-
ment with Nozik’s predictions [4], the screened effective
Coulomb interaction Weff was enhanced [see Fig. 1(c)].

Fig. 1(c)(upper panel) shows that the effective
Coulomb matrix element W eff increased with decreas-
ing particle size on relative energy scales. Fig. 1(c)(lower
panel) shows that the TDOS remained nearly constant
as the nanoparticle size decreased on the relative energy
scale and thus decreased on the absolute energy scale. In
sum, Fig. 1(a) shows that for non-reconstructed NPs, on
absolute energy scales the DOS reduction effect prevailed
over the enhanced interaction, leading to a reduction of
the impact ionization rate Γ.

One way to decrease the gap of small NPs and increase
the EDOS at low energy is to reconstruct their surfaces
[37–40]. We investigated the effect of surface reconstruc-
tion on the impact ionization (II) rates by comparing
results obtained for 1.2 and 2.0 nm NP with and without
reconstructed surfaces.

In the nanoparticle with d=1.2 nm, the (2× 1)-like re-
construction gave rise to a class of low energy states, re-
ducing the gap by 1 eV [Fig. 2(a)]. Correspondingly, the
impact ionization rate of the reconstructed nanoparticles

FIG. 2. (a) Impact ionization rate for the d=1.2 nm and
d=2.0 nm nanoparticle with and without surface reconstruc-
tion. Enhancement in the (b) trion density of states (TDOS)
due to surface reconstruction for the d=2 nm nanoparticle.

FIG. 3. (a) Hole and electron contributions (Eq. 2) to the
averaged exciton rate for the d=1.1 nm nanoparticle. Blue
solid and red dotted lines represent electron and hole impact
ionization rates, respectively. (b) subfigure shows the same
for the d=2 nm nanoparticle.

was strongly enhanced on the absolute energy scales as
well. A similar enhancement was found for the 2 nm NP
[Fig. 2(a)]. However, in the smaller NP the ionization
rate was mainly enhanced by the gap reduction, whereas
for the d=2 nm nanoparticle, the gap was essentially un-
changed and the TDOS enhancement was the primary
driver of the rate increase.

This is illustrated in Figs. 2(b), where we plot the en-
hancement of the TDOS for both electrons and holes.
While the TDOS for the reconstructed nanoparticle was
on average larger than that of the non-reconstructed one
[Fig. 2(b)], the enhancement of the effective matrix ele-
ment was closer to zero [35]. The combination of these
two effects lead to a promising overall 20-30% increase of
the II rate in the energy range of interest. These findings
indicated that reducing the energy gap and enhancing
the EDOS within the bands by surface reconstruction
are promising avenues to maximize the benefits of MEG
for solar energy conversion.

To gain a more detailed picture of the II process, we
separately analyzed the contribution of holes and elec-
trons to the computed II rates (Eq. 2). As shown in
Fig. 3(a), the single-particle-averaged ionization rate of
hole-mediated processes showed an oscillatory behavior
in the d=1.1 nm nanoparticle. These oscillations were
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Quantum confinement 
enhances the gap in 
unreconstructed NPs 

Reconstruction Compensates Gap-Enhancement 
without Reducing Coulomb Strength/CM	


Reconstruction  
- compensates  gap enhancement 
- preserves enhanced Coulomb/CM 

Voros, Galli, Zimanyi Phys. Rev. B, 2013 



2. Lowered Symmetry: Gap Reduction,  
More Allowed Transitions 

25	
Gali, Kaxiras, Zimanyi, Meng, Phys. Rev. B 2010 

Many transitions forbidden by symmetry-driven selection rules  
Lowering symmetry of nanoparticles allows more transitions:  
 
Nanorods: lower CM onset energy; enhanced CM at higher energy	


Nanowires: Cui group 
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3. Exotic Core Phase Si/Ge NPs: 
3.1. Reduce Gap by using Bulk-Gapless Phases 

Looking for multiple exciton generation in embedded nanoparticles

Motivation Problem Current Progress Summary

Non-diamond Si nanoparticles

Si35 (Si-I)

Si28 β-tin (Si-II) Si34 R8 (Si-XII)

Si34 BC8 (Si-III)Si36 hex. dia. (Si-IV)
Current Progress

EG = 0.4eV
(passivation issue)

EG = 2.42eV

EG = 2.49eV
EG = 3.01eV

EG = 3.4eV

11/14

Wippermann, Voros, Gali, Rocca, Zimanyi, Galli Phys. Rev. Lett. 110, 046804 (2013)  
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3.1. Gap reduction in BC8/Si-III 
Looking for multiple exciton generation in embedded nanoparticles

Motivation Problem Current Progress Summary

Gap vs. NP-diameter

Current Progress 12/14

[nm]

BC8/Si-III is gapless in the bulk 
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3.1. Comparison of LDA and GW 

calculations in theGW approximation for NP diameters up
to 1.2 nm (! 76 Si atoms), to assess the validity of the
trends observed within LDA. As expected, all computed
GW gaps are larger than the LDA ones; however, the same
trends as a function of the NP diameter were found at both
levels of theory (see Table I) [41].

Both LDA and GW energy gaps for larger nanoparticles
were estimated by fitting the calculated NP and bulk gaps
by a power law. The fits are reported in Table I and Fig. 2.
At 2.5 (8.0) nm, the Si-IGW gaps are 3.6 (2.2) eVand those
of BC8 are 2.1 (0.7) eV. We emphasize that at the experi-
mentally accessible diameter of 4 to 8 nm the GW gap of
BC8 NPs is 1.4 to 0.7 eV, near optimal for solar
applications.

The quasiparticle gaps obtained here are an upper bound
to optical gaps, as excitonic effects are not taken into
account [42,43] and they may be expected to be larger

than in the bulk, as suggested by quantum Monte Carlo
calculations [44]. In addition, several other factors contrib-
ute to lowering the quasiparticle gaps, including surface
reconstruction, symmetry breaking, pressure effects, and
finite T geometrical distortions. To estimate the magnitude
of these effects, we calculated the gaps of surface recon-
structed 1.35 nm BC8 NPs for all possible permutations of
surface bonds, generated by rearranging the available two-
fold coordinated surface Si atoms. The distribution of the
calculated gap values extended 0.5 eV lower than that of
the gap of the ideally terminated NP. The width of the
distribution is indicated by the bar in Fig. 2(a).
Residual compressive stress can also reduce the gap,

e.g., in the case of R8 and BC8 NPs embedded in a matrix,
as suggested by Smith et al. [21] on the basis of Raman
spectra analysis. In addition, the gap may be affected by the
chemical composition of the NP-matrix interface, espe-
cially for small diameters (d < 4 nm). For example, Si-I
NPs embedded in amorphous silica exhibit a gap reduced
by more than 1 eV compared to that of NPs embedded in
Si3N4 or hydrogenated ones [45]. The difference increases
with decreasing NP size. Similar effects were found for Si
NPs embedded in ZnS [46,47].
To investigate whether the reduced gaps in NPs with

high-pressure corelike structures correspond to optically
active transitions and result in a redshifted optical absorp-
tion spectrum, compared to that of Si-I NPs, we calculated
the optical response at the TDDFT-RPA level. Figure 3
shows the optical absorption spectra of !1:2 nm NPs. On
average, in the interval 2 to 5 eV, the spectra of Si-I and
BC8 NPs are shifted by 0.5 eV. This shift is smaller than the
electronic gap difference, as the matrix element for the
BC8 highest occupied molecular orbital to lowest unoccu-
pied molecular orbital transition is smaller than that of the
Si-I NP.
As discussed earlier, in NPs the quantum confinement

enhances the Coulomb interaction, but it also increases the
gap, reducing the DOS. On the other hand, lowering the
gap may weaken the Coulomb interaction and thus MEG.

FIG. 2 (color online). Electronic gaps of hydrogenated Si
nanocrystals as a function of the nanoparticle (NP) diameter
computed using (a) the local density approximation (LDA) and
(b) many body perturbation theory within theGW approximation
(GW). Symbols and lines refer to calculated values and fits
(cf. Table I), respectively. Sizes are given as twice the average
radial distance of the NP surface atoms to the NP center, with size
error bars representing the standard deviation. The core structures
of the NPs are labeled in the inset according to the nomenclature
used for tetrahedrally bonded bulk Si phases (see text).

TABLE I. Electronic gaps of nanoparticles (Eg;NP) and bulk
phases (Eg) obtained using the GW approximation. GW bulk
gaps are taken from Refs. [15,37,38]. Eg;NP were computed for
particles up to !1:5 nm in GW (see Fig. 2) and extrapolated to
4 and 8 nm using the relation Eg;NP ¼ Eg;bulk þ að½nm&=dÞb,
where d is the NP diameter and a, b are fitting constants. The
high-pressure Si phases (left column) are defined in the text.

Eg;NP [eV] (GW) Fitting constants
Phase 0.9 nm 1.2 nm 1.5 nm 4 nm 8 nm Eg [eV] a [eV] b

cd 6.37 5.60 4.69 2.95 2.24 1.12 4.84 0.70
BC8 5.42 3.91 3.35 1.37 0.74 0.00 4.75 0.88
hd 5.89 5.16 0.95
Ibam 5.24 4.51
R8 4.96 4.37 0.24
bct 5.35 4.94
ST12 5.57 5.30 1.54

PRL 110, 046804 (2013) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
week ending
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3.2. High Pressure Polymorphs in Black Si 

of the Si-XII mode or the Si-XII/Si-III intensity ratio, as
expected based on previous work.35 The Si-III mode, how-
ever, is shifted to lower wavenumbers (Fig. 5(c)), which sug-
gests a relaxation of the initial compressive stress with
annealing. Finally, the broad a-Si peak at 470 cm!1 is still
visible after the 575 "C anneal, but it disappears after the
700 "C anneal.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Pressure-induced phase transformations during
fs-laser doping

The variation of the Raman spectra (Fig. 1(c)) of silicon
that had been fs-laser doped using different dopant precur-

sors was not significant, suggesting that the formation of sili-
con polymorphs is not directly coupled to the doping
process, dopant type, or precursor phase. The Raman and
TEM results reported in this paper, including the extent of
the phase transformations, Raman peak intensities, and peak
positions, can be instead attributed to the ultra-fast pressure
loading and unloading that fs-laser irradiation induces. Our
TEM investigations show that the transformation to a-Si is
limited to 20 to 200 nm particles that form in close proximity
to each other and in the center of the surface spikes. This
volume reflects the material transformed to Si-II upon pres-
sure loading, as Si-II cannot transform back to Si-I upon
pressure release. We propose that the transformation to Si-II

FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) SEM micrographs of the Se:Si surface morphol-
ogy evolution with increasing laser pulse number. The laser scan direction
and polarization were in the horizontal direction. (b) Stokes Raman spectra
of Se:Si irradiated with an increasing number of laser pulses, offset to show
the individual spectra. The inset is rescaled to highlight the Raman modes
corresponding to a-Si, Si-III, and Si-XII. The color designation is the same
in both plots. (c) Bar graphs showing the position of the Si-XII and Si-III
modes and their relative intensities after 25, 42, and 88 laser pulses.

FIG. 5. (Color online) (a) Absorptance spectra of Se:Si after a 30 min
anneal at the indicated temperatures. Included for reference are spectra from
non-annealed (NA) Se:Si and N2:Si, taken from Ref. 29, and from a silicon
wafer. (b) Stokes Raman spectra of the same samples (250 to 500 cm!1).
The spectra are offset to highlight the a-Si, Si-III, and Si-XII peaks and their
evolution with annealing. NA Se:Si is included for reference. (c) Bar graphs
showing the position of the Si-XII and Si-III modes and their relative inten-
sities with annealing.

053524-5 Smith et al. J. Appl. Phys. 110, 053524 (2011)

1. Top layer of PV cell transformed by 
high energy laser pulses   (Mazur 2013) 

2. Observed large enhancement of sub-
gap absorption 

3. Observed the formation of BC8/Si-
III phase by Raman scattering 

4. When BC8/Si-III phase was annealed 
away, sub-gap absorption greatly reduced  

micron-scale spikes on the surface after 88 fs-laser pulses
(Fig. 1(a)) and exhibit peaks in the Raman spectra indicative
of Si-XII (354 cm!1, 395 cm!1), Si-III (387 cm!1, 443
cm!1), and a-Si (broad peaks at 150 cm!1, 300 cm!1, and
470 cm!1) (Fig. 1(b)).28 The intensities of the silicon poly-
morph Raman modes are at least an order of magnitude
lower than the Si-I peak at 519 cm!1, suggesting that a rela-
tively small volume of silicon polymorphs is generated com-
pared to Si-I.

We estimated the residual strain in the high-pressure
crystalline polymorphs by measuring the position of the Si-
III peak around 443 cm!1 and the Si-XII peak around 354
cm!1 (these peaks were selected because they are the most
clearly pronounced Raman modes of their respective phases
(Fig. 1(b))). Though small variations (1 to 2 cm!1) exist
among the 20 spectra recorded at different positions on each

sample, the Si-XII and Si-III peaks are consistently shifted to
significantly higher wavenumbers (4 to 10 cm!1) than the
typical values reported in nanoindentation studies,29 suggest-
ing that they exist under compressive stress. The appearance
of 2 characteristic peaks for both Si-XII (354 cm!1, 395
cm!1) and Si-III (387 cm!1, 443 cm!1) confirms that these
peaks originate from the crystalline polymorphs despite their
sizable shift. Finally, the volume ratio of the Si-XII and Si-
III generated was estimated from the Raman peak intensities
at 443 and 354 cm!1 (Fig. 1(c)). N2:Si, SF6:Si, and Se:Si
have a Si-XII/Si-III ratio greater than unity, suggesting that
the majority of the total crystalline polymorph volume is Si-
XII.29

B. Spatial distribution of silicon polymorphs

Next, we investigated the spatial distribution of silicon
polymorphs using TEM to gain insight into the polymorph
formation process and the pressure profiles induced during
fs-laser irradiation. The general structure of the N2:Si and
SF6:Si surface spikes (Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively) is
consistent with our previous investigations.30 Irradiation in
N2 (N2:Si) produces a 300 to 500 nm thick surface layer
(Fig. 2(a)), formed through laser-induced melting and resoli-
dification (melt depth). A disordered surface layer with 1%

FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) SEM micrographs showing the surface morphol-
ogy of fs-laser irradiated Si. The laser scan direction and polarization were
in the horizontal direction. (b) Stokes Raman spectra of SF6:Si, Se:Si, and
N2:Si, offset to show individual spectra. The rescaled inset highlights the
Raman modes corresponding to a-Si, Si-III, and Si-XII. The color designa-
tion is the same in both plots. (c) The position of the Si-XII and Si-III modes
and their relative intensities. Dashed lines indicate the positions of the Si-
XII (350 cm!1) and Si-III (432 cm!1) Raman modes reported in nanoinden-
tation studies (Ref. 29).

FIG. 2. (Color online) Cross-sectional BF-TEM images of N2:Si (a) and
SF6:Si (b). SAD patterns from the regions highlighted by the dashed circles
(inset) correspond to the Si-I [101] zone axis. White arrows indicate contrast
in the core of the peaks arising from 20 nm to 200 nm areas of transformed
material shown to be a-Si. (c) BF-TEM image of an isolated region of a-Si
from the core of a SF6:Si spike. Numbered spots correspond to points probed
using CBED (d) and EELS (e). (f) BF-TEM image of the region in (b) that
shows nanocrystals (black arrows) inside the a-Si.

053524-3 Smith et al. J. Appl. Phys. 110, 053524 (2011)
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4. Charge Separation and Extraction: 
4.1. Si NP in ZnS 
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FIG. 2. (color online). Sulfur shell formation on the surface
of a Si35 NP. The S atoms within this shell are 3-fold coordi-
nated, featuring one Si-S bond and two S-Zn bonds, resulting
in the formation of S lone pairs, which are involved in the
HOMO (blue isodensity plot) and near-HOMO states.

Before proceeding with the analysis of the entire sys-
tem, we discuss a remarkable interface e↵ect. During an-
nealing the Si NP drew S atoms from the matrix, leading
to the formation of a sulfur shell on the surface of the Si-
NP. We found that the S atoms within this sulfur shell
were only 3-fold coordinated, as opposed to the 4-fold
coordination within the matrix. In bulk ZnS, each of the
4 Zn atoms surrounding one S atom contributed 0.5 e�

to the ZnS bonds, whereas the Si atoms contributed 1 e�

to the Si-S bonds. Therefore, the S atoms of the sulphur
shell formed one S-Si bond and two S-Zn bonds, leaving
two electrons to form one lone pair. Plotting the ampli-
tude of the electronic states at the top of the valence band
reveals that for this small NP system the HOMO states
are dominantly formed from the lone pairs. (cf. Fig. 2)
Thus, tracking the states of the sulphur shell and their
energies can be quite important for understanding the
physics of the VBM of the Si-NP/a-ZnS nanocomposite.

A concommittant aspect of the formation of the sul-
phur shell is that the migration of the S atoms towards
the Si NP surface drives the formation of small Zn clus-
ters within the matrix. These Zn clusters fill the gap with
low energy states, in e↵ect undermining the utility of
this composite for solar applications that require the ex-
istence of a well defined gap. To overcome this problem,
we extended our simulation to overall non-stoichiometric
Zn

1�x

S
1+x

compositions by repeatedly replacing some of
the Zn atoms of these Zn clusters with S atoms and per-
forming corresponding annealing cycles. This procedure

was used until most Zn clusters have been neutralized.
The resulting nanocomposite comprised there regions: Si
NPs, sulphur shells around the NPS, and a Zn-cluster-
free, essentially stoichiometric amorphous ZnS matrix.
This physical picture will be now substantiated with a
detailed analysis.
To proceed with the analysis of the gap reduction of

the entire system. next we studied the details of the
density of states. Fig. 3a shows the total EDOS of the
Si

123

NP embedded into a-ZnS. Driven by the just-made
observation about the potential importance of the sul-
phur shell, we divided the EDOS into contributions from
the NP, S-shell and matrix spatial regions. The three
spatial regions were defined as (i) the interior of a first
sphere that enclosed the NP with a radius of 8 Å, (ii)
a shell with a thickness of 2 Åbetween the first sphere
and a second sphere with radius of 10 Å, enclosing the
S atoms of the sulphur shell, and (iii) remaining part of
the simulation volume. Each electronic state  

j

was pro-
jected onto atomic orbitals �

i

centered at the positions of
the ions in the above three regions. The contribution of
each electronic state to each region’s EDOS(E) was de-
termined as the sum of the projections of the state ( ) to
the atomic orbitals (�) in that region, in a narrow energy
interval around E:

EDOS
region

(E) =
X

j

X

i2region

|h�
i

| 
j

i|2 �(E
j

� E) (2)

The projected density of states are shown in Fig. 3a,
where energy intervals of 0.1 eV were used.
The Figure clearly shows that the states at the bottom

of the conduction band (CB) are dominantly localized
inside the nanoparticle. The first conduction states that
reach into the matrix are located well above the conduc-
tion band minimum (CBM). Furthermore, the states at
the top of the valence band (VB) are dominantly local-
ized outside the nanoparticle.
Figs. 3b and 3c show isodensity plots of the valence

and conduction states, integrated over a 0.5 eV energy in-
terval at the respective band edge. These figures reinforce
our physical picture of the electronic conduction states
at the CBM being localized inside the NP. Further, the
hole states at the VBM that were dominantly localized
in the S-shell for the previously considereed small NP are
now extended over both the S-shell and the matrix. This
translates to an e�cient spatial separation between the
photo-induced electrons and holes. This spatial separa-
tion means that the electron and hole transport in a NP-
based solar cell takes place in complementary transport
channels, thus reducing the recombination rates drasti-
cally.
The gap reduction can be analyzed by the following

Gedanken experiment. Let us consider a semi-infinite
slab of Si with a gap of 1.1 eV and semi-infinite slab

1. Create ZnS matrix with 512 atoms 

2. Replace 35-172 Zn/S atoms  

     with Si atoms 

3. Relax structure with Qbox package 

    T(anneal) upto 1,000K 

4. Calculate energy  
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FIG. 3. (color online). (a) Contributions to the total EDOS divided into matrix, interface and NP states at the example of
the Si123 NP. Isodensity plots of the local density of (b) valence and (c) conduction states, integrated over an interval of 0.5
eV to the respective band edge.

of a-ZnS with a gap of 3 eV, and bring them into con-
tact along a planar interface. The a-ZnS gap being much
larger, they form a type I interface [20, 21]. If the inter-
face is curved up into a sphere with a decreasing radius
of curvature to evolve the Si into a Si-NP, quantum con-
finement broadens the Si gap. Based on the above ob-
servations, the CBM of the Si remains inside the a-ZnS
gap and thus remains the CBM of the composite. At
the same time, the sinking Si VBM and the rising a-ZnS
VBM cross. This transforms the type I interface of the
bulk slabs into the type II interface of the Si-NP/a-ZnS
nanocomposite.

To gain further insight, we employed the methodology
described in Refs. 22 and 23 to compute the spatial de-
pendence of the VBM and CBM energy values as a func-
tion of the radial distance from the NP center. Defining
the radial local density of states as

D(✏, r) = 2
X

n

| 
n

(r)|2(r)�(✏� ✏
n

) (3)

where | 
n

(r)|2(r) denotes the density of the n-th single
particle wave function averaged on a surface of a sphere
(centered at the nanoparticle center) with radius r. This
allows the determination of the band edge energy values
as a function of r:

Z
EF

VBM(r)

D(✏, r)d✏ =

Z
CBM(r)

EF

D(✏, r)d✏ = �

Z
EF

�1
D(✏, r)d✏.

(4)
Fig. 4 shows the energy values of the VBM and CBM

of the Si
123

NP embedded in the a-ZnS, as a function of
the radial distance from the NP center. The CBM out-
side the NP is clearly higher relative to the CBM inside
the NP by about 0.3eV. Moreover, the VBM outside the
NP is clearly higher relative to the CBM inside the NP by
about 0.15eV. It is noted that the transiton between the

bands is sharp and well defined for the conduction band,
whereas it is more gradual for the valence band. The
gradual increase can be attributed to the electronic states
of the sulphur shell interpolating between the enhanced-
energy matrix states and the lower energy NP states lo-
cated at the core of the NP. We verified this interpre-
tation by graphically plotting the wave function ampli-
tudes. This explicit study of the band alignments recon-
firms our conclusion that a type II interface is formed
between the Si NPs and the a-ZnS matrix.

Given the tendency of LDA to underestimate band

FIG. 4. (color online). Band lineup of Si123 in a-ZnS. Lower
energy curves are for the HOMO (VBM), higher energy curves
are for the LUMO (CBM) with several di↵erent values for �.
The NP/ZnS interface is located at 15-16 Bohr, while the cell
boundary is located at about 20.5 Bohr.
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progressive filling of the mode with photons emitted by
the various emission mechanisms. Once z is big enough,
the mode exhibits a constant population independent of z .
In our case this population is fully developed when z ≠ l.
Such constant population is the average of the three

Bose-Einstein functions nCV , nCI, and nIV , weighted by
the absorption coefficients aCV , aCI, and aIV . As an
additional condition for high efficiency (IC6) we shall
assume that for every range of energies only one of the
three absorption lengths is important, so that a single
Bose-Einstein function describes the population of photons
escaping from the cell in every mode.
Thus (see Fig. 1), assuming that eI , eC , the photon

population of each mode when escaping from the cell is 0
for e , eI , nIV for the interval eI , e , eC , nCI for the
interval eC , e , eG , and nCV for eG , e.
The flux ŸN of photons leaving the semiconductor asso-

ciated with these distributions is well known because the
distributions are those of thermodynamic equilibrium. It
is given by [13]

ŸNsem, eM , T , md ≠
2

h3c2

Z eM

em

e2 de

ese2mdykT 2 1
, (5)

where proper intervals of integration and chemical poten-
tial are to be set, as described above. The temperature for
each case is the crystalline network temperature Ta
We want to emphasize that, in spite of the distributions

of the emitted photons being those of equilibrium, inside
the semiconductor the photons are not in equilibrium as
their populations are neither homogeneous nor isotropic.
The preceding equation can also be used for the photons

coming from the Sun by using the solar temperature Ts and
putting 0 for the chemical potential. By doing so we im-
plicitly admit that the cell illumination is isotropic. This
is another condition (IC7) for maximum efficiency. It is
achieved if we use an ideal concentrator, of zero absorp-
tance, that sends the luminescent photons escaping from
the cell somewhere inside the solar disk. Such a concen-
trator has to have a geometrical concentration of, at least,
the ratio of the sun distance to the sun radius, that is 46 000.
According to our outline let us now calculate, by a

balance of electrons, the current I delivered to an external
load. This current leaves the semiconductor by the valence
band (positive contact) and returns by the conduction band
(negative contact), which involves a flow of electrons
leaving this band of value Iyq (q, electron charge). Thus,
looking at the conduction band,
Iyq ≠ f ŸNseG , `, Ts, 0d 2 ŸNseG , `, Ta, mCV dg

1 f ŸNseC , eG, Ts, 0d 2 ŸNseC , eG , Ta, mCIdg . (6)
This current is delivered at a voltage that equals the quasi-
Fermi levels splitting of the two bands involved [6], that
is, qV ≠ mCV .
As no current is extracted from the intermediate band,

ŸNseI ,eC , Ts, 0d 2 ŸNseI , eC, Ta, mIV d

≠ ŸNseC , eG , Ts, 0d 2 ŸNseC , eG, Ta, mCId . (7)

For a given value of the external voltage, this equation,
together with

qV ≠ mCI 1 mIV ≠ mCV (8)
[see Eq. (3) or Fig. 1], allows for the calculation of all
the chemical potentials. With this knowledge, and using
Eq. (6), the I-V curve and the power delivered IV can
be calculated. As in normal cells, this power presents
a maximum. The efficiency is the result of dividing this
maximum power by the power sT 4 (s, Stefan-Boltzmann
constant) delivered by the Sun on the cell illuminated area
(with concentrated sunlight).
In Fig. 2 we present the maximum efficiency achievable

with this structure vs the intermediate band position eI .
This curve is obtained by selecting an eI and then taking
arbitrary values of eG and calculating the maximum power
for each one. Only the highest value of these maxima is
retained and, once divided by the incoming power, it is
drawn in the curve. The corresponding value of eG is also
displayed in the figure.
The efficiency corresponding to the SQ model, without

intermediate band, using a back mirror and an ideal
concentrator [14], is also represented in Fig. 2. The cell
with intermediate band presented in this paper can reach
an efficiency of 63.1% instead of the 40.7% which is the
SQ model limit.
If only one of the radiative links of the intermediate

band is absent, the cell proposed here shall behave like
the SQ cell. In effect, as no electron is extracted from the
intermediate band to the external circuit (condition IC3)
the transitions to and from the band remaining radiatively
linked balance out.

FIG. 2. Efficiency limit for a solar cell with an intermediate
band and for a two-terminal ideal tandem cell, in both cases vs
the lowest band gap eI , and for a cell with a single band gap.
The corresponding values of the highest band gap in cells with
intermediate band sEGd and in tandem cells sECd, for maximum
efficiency, are also presented.
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Fig. 3. Histograms of count of QDs at particular height values. In (a), there
is a large spike in counts between 1 and 4 nm, indicating presence of a single
mode of QD size associated with the 1.8 ML sample, while in (b), a second,
much larger mode appears averaging between 10 and 15 nm in height at a higher
InAs coverage value.

Fig. 4. Structural layer layout for QD embedded GaAs p-i-n solar cell device
illustrating layer description and order within one repeat unit of superlattice
embedded within the intrinsic region of the p-i-n device (layer thicknesses not
to scale).

the statistics extracted from AFM images for similar coverage
values. Values in Fig. 3(a) were derived from the image in Fig. 2
(1.82 ML), and Fig. 3(b) shows the statistics from a 2.17 ML
test sample and the bimodal distribution is clearly evident here.
The peak of this second, larger mode of QDs is approximately
12 nm in height. This distribution is not evident in Fig. 3(a).
To investigate the effects of the larger QD distribution, both of
these coverage values were used in otherwise identical devices
and a drastic improvement in open-circuit voltage (additional
100 mV) was observed in the 1.8 ML sample, resulting in com-
parable conversion efficiencies with that of a control GaAs p-i-n
device [18]. The study shown here is an extension of that eval-
uation focusing on the ability to maintain this minimal voltage
loss with an increased number of QD stacks.

C. Device Structure

All devices are GaAs p-i-n solar cells grown by MOCVD.
The QD-embedded samples range in layer number including

TABLE I
DEVICE PARAMETERS FOR FOUR SOLAR CELLS USED IN STUDY

10, 20, and 40 repeat periods of QD and related layers. Fig. 4
shows an expanded view of a single superlattice repeat period
comprising the i-region of these devices. The period consists
of approximately 1.8 ML InAs, followed by a low-temperature
GaAs capping layer. High-temperature GaAs is then grown and
a layer of strain-balancing GaP (4 ML) is included, followed by
a second layer of high-temperature GaAs to prepare the surface
for the next repeat unit. Total repeat unit thickness is nominally
12–13 nm. The control GaAs cell with no superlattice had a
100-nm bulk layer intrinsic region. The base and emitter design
parameters are discussed elsewhere [9], [18]. Standard III–V
photolithographic and mesa isolation (wet etch) techniques were
then applied for the fabrication of arrays of 1.0-cm2 solar cells.
Gold front grid fingers were evaporated to a thickness of 1 µm.
The grid metallization shadowing was 4% of the cell active area.
In order to focus on only the properties of QD incorporation,
antireflection coatings were not employed for these studies.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

One-sun current–voltage data were taken under AM0 illumi-
nation conditions using an Agilent B1500 semiconductor para-
metric analyzer. One-sun AM0 illumination was provided by a
two-zone TS Space Systems 18-kW solar simulator. The lamp
intensity was adjusted to AM0 using a calibrated GaAs solar
cell provided by NASA Glenn Research Center.

Fig. 5 shows the 1-sun AM0 illuminated J–V curves for the
baseline GaAs p-i-n and the 10, 20, and 40-period QD solar
cells. The device parameters are tabulated in Table I. The base-
line sample exhibited characteristics typically of GaAs single-
junction solar cells with a Jsc of 22.47 mA/cm2 . In the 40-period
QD embedded sample, Jsc was enhanced to 23.78 mA/cm2 , giv-
ing a 5.8% increase in short-circuit current over the baseline
solar cell current. The increase with 10 and 20 periods is sys-
tematic at 3.3% and 4.8%, respectively. The open-circuit voltage
for the control GaAs cell was typically of a high-quality GaAs
solar cell with a value of 1.039 V. The ten-layer QD sample
showed slight degradation of this voltage value, with a loss of
about 42 mV. The source of the improved voltage value com-
pared with that of the control is due to an improvement in the
strain balancing by the significant suppression of the density of
the secondary, larger coalesced QD mode using a reduced InAs
coverage, which is explained in greater detail in [18].

(1)  Process steps increase from ~10 to 50-100 

(2)  Efficiency increase minimal 
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Fig. 5. Illuminated 1-sun J–V curves for the three QD and the baseline/control
GaAs p-i-n solar cell devices, indicating a clear increase in short-circuit current
density and minimal loss in open-circuit voltage for the 10- and 40-layer QD
cells.

Fig. 6. EQE measurements for the three QD and the baseline/control GaAs
p-i-n solar cell devices, indicating no significant degradation in the bulk GaAs
absorption wavelengths and a consistent increase in sub-GaAs band-edge EQE
values with increasing numbers of QD layers.

The 20-period device showed a significantly degraded voltage
value. The cross-wafer standard deviation for this sample was
36 mV and a reduced fill factor was observed, indicating a poten-
tial variation in wet isolation etch depth and poor metallization
contacting adhesion. The 40-period QD cell exhibited a voltage
of 0.990 V, which is comparable with that of the ten-layer cell.
The improved current and fill factor for this device resulted in an
efficiency value of 14.3%. This is a relative efficiency improve-
ment of 3.6% over the control cell, or an absolute efficiency
improvement of 0.5%. The fill factor variation is not insignif-
icant between the 40-layer and the control cells but represents
only 2.7% relative efficiency improvement contribution from
the fill factor. This indicated that the 40-layer structure would

still exhibit enhanced efficiency with an identical fill factor as
the control cell.

Spectral responsivity characteristics were measured using an
OL Series 750 Spectroradiometric Measurement System with
a high-intensity source attachment. Fig. 6 shows the external
quantum efficiency (EQE) from this measurement as a function
of number of QD layers (10–40x) and the control device. The
response typical of a GaAs solar cell is exhibited with a band
edge near 875 nm for all four samples. Solar cells with layers
of QDs exhibited relatively equivalent response in the visible
wavelength region (400–875 nm). This indicates good material
quality throughout the devices, signifying that emitter degrada-
tion does not occur as seen previously in cells with high numbers
of layers at higher coverage values [27].

Reports have shown Jsc degradation due to threading disloca-
tions propagating through the emitter region [28], [29]. Current
is lost due to decreased carrier lifetimes in this quasi-neutral re-
gion. With increased numbers of stacked layers, the sensitivity
of strain balancing may be reduced with the use of monomodal
QD (1.8 ML) compared with coalesced QD-exhibiting (2.1 ML)
InAs coverage of previous QD solar cells. Therefore, emitter
degradation seen previously may be mitigated with improved
InAs coverage values and is not seen here. The absorption ob-
served beyond 875 nm is due to the inclusion of InAs QD and
WL and is not present in the control cell. The relative increase in
absorption and collection occurring at these wavelengths with
greater numbers of QD layers can also be seen here.

This increase is highlighted in Fig. 7. This shows, in finer
detail, the EQE of these cells beyond 880 nm. The peak values
(∼915 nm) range from 6% to 22% EQE. Using an integration
with the AM0 spectrum, the contribution from the 40-period QD
cell approaches 0.9 mA/cm2 . This leads to an approximate in-
crease of 0.55% EQE per QD layer observed at this peak value.
The suppressed responsivity peaks above 940 nm are due to the
poor extraction efficiency associated with absorbing states of
this depth (100–180 meV below the conduction band ∆E), as
opposed to the collection-dominating near-band-edge state at
910 nm (∆E = 45 meV). This is further confirmed by electro-
luminescence (EL) measurements.

EL was measured identically for the three QD samples, us-
ing an injection current of 100 mA/cm2 and is shown in Fig. 8.
Spectra detection was performed using an Ocean Optics NIR512
InGaAs infrared photodetector, and all samples were measured
under equivalent optical distances. All three QD-embedded sam-
ples show a weak GaAs band-edge emission, indicating high-
QD injection efficiency. The 10- and 20-period samples exhibit
a strong WL-like state near 940 nm and a deeper QD emission
region between 1000 and 1100 nm. The 40-period cell, how-
ever, exhibits a much stronger increase in the WL-like state
and degraded intensity in the QD emission regions when com-
pared with the lower-QD number structures. This anomaly was
thought to be explainable by a natural loss in strain at higher
period numbers, removing the Stranksi–Krastinov mismatch re-
quirement for dot formation. This loss in strain at higher pe-
riods may be indicative of relaxation in the upper layers of
the 40-period structure, which do not exist in the 10- and 20-
period structures. HRXRD measurements (not shown) indicated
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Intermediate Band from NP Surface Relaxation 

Cd33Se33 NP 

Se: 4s24p4. We used a wave function (charge
density) energy cutoff of 100 (1,000) Ry. We
verified that these cutoffs were sufficient to con-
verge ionization potentials and electron affini-
ties within 0.02 eV (will double check). Most of
our calculations were carried out using the gen-
eralized gradient approximation with the PBE
exchange-correlation functional,37 and a series
of specific tests to assess the robustness of our
results were performed with the PBE0 func-
tional.38 The PBE0 calculations were carried
out by using norm-conserving pseudopotentials
with a wave function cutoff of 150 Ry.
Vertical electron affinities (EA) and ioniza-

tion potentials (IP) of the isolated NPs were
calculated by computing total energy differ-
ences between ionized and neutral configura-
tions at the geometry of the neutral NP ge-
ometry (∆SCF method). In our calculations
the NPs were separated by at least 10 Å. Adi-
abatic electron affinities and ionization poten-
tials were obtained as total energy differences
between ionized and neutral configurations at
the respective, optimized geometries.
The convergence of the total energy as a func-

tion of cell size for the charged isolated NPs was
tested by increasing the NP–NP separation of
the Cd15Se15 NP from 10 Å to 15 Å and by ap-
plying the Makov-Payne correction scheme.39

Absolute single particle energies were computed
with respect to the vacuum level, by determin-
ing the average electrostatic potential at the cell
boundary and again by applying Makov-Payne-
like corrections.

Results and Discussion

First, we identified CNPs that are optimal
platforms for implementing an IB concept for
solar cells. A leading criterion for all non-
concentrating IB solar cells is that the opti-
mal gap should be ≈2.4 eV. This criterion ex-
cludes some of the widely studied NPs, such as
Pb(S,Se). On the other hand, CdSe appears to
be a good candidate: the bulk band gap is ≈1.8
eV, widening into the optimal range in NP, as
their diameter is reduced to ≈3 nm.40,41

Intra-gap state formation

Figure 1: Ball and stick representation of the
Cd

33
Se

33
NP (cyan and yellow spheres represent cad-

mium and selenium atoms, respectively) and the iso-
surfaces of its HOMO, intra-gap and LUMO wave
functions. Yellow(blue) isosurfaces represent posi-
tive(negative) isovalues of the electronic states.

We started by carving spherical stoichiomet-
ric NPs out of the bulk wurtzite CdSe struc-
ture. Several starting configurations were gen-
erated by adding small random displacements
(< 0.5Å) to the positions of Cd and Se atoms
without imposing any symmetry. The NP ge-
ometries were then relaxed to their closest lo-
cal minimum. The largest NP considered here,
with formula Cd45Se45, has a diameter of about
1.5 nm.
The relaxed NPs exhibited an intra-gap state

within a well defined electronic gap. The forma-
tion of an intra-gap state was a persistent fea-
ture within the entire range of diameters stud-
ied here, and for all choices of initial configu-
rations. Although the intra-gap state is unoc-
cupied in neutral dots and it is formally the
LUMO, we used the notation of LUMO for the
orbital right above the intra-gap state. Fig-
ure 1 illustrates a Cd33Se33 NP model along
with the wave functions corresponding to the
HOMO, intra-gap and LUMO states. Figure 2
shows the electronic density of states (DOS) of
Cd33Se33. Our results on IGSs are consistent
with our earlier work,29 and with that of the
group of Prezhdo on Cd33Se33,

42 as well as with
the study of smaller Cd20Se19.

43 However, these
earlier works did not address the significance of
this state for solar applications.
Fig. 3 shows the HOMO, LUMO, and the

Intra-Gap State (IGS) as a function of size,
for the CdSe NPs studied here. The HOMO-
LUMO gap varies from 2.6eV to 1.5eV as the
NP size increases, and the LUMO-IGS energy
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Intra-gap State from NP Surface Relaxation 

Cd33Se33 NP: An intra-gap state is formed by NP relaxation 
Figure 2: Electronic density of states (DOS) of several
Cd

33
Se

33
NP models, obtained at the DFT-PBE level

of theory.
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Figure 3: Single particle energies of the LUMO, intra-
gap (IGS) and HOMO states of CdSe nanoparticles,
as a function of the number of atoms in the NP. En-
ergies are referred to the vacuum level and were ob-
tained at the DFT-PBE level of theory.
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difference varies from 0.6eV to 0.4eV. Although
HOMO-LUMO gaps do not correspond to op-
tical gaps, their trends as a function of size
are qualitatively representative of those of op-
tical gaps, if one assumes (at least partial) can-
cellation between quasi-particle corrections to
Kohn-Sham eigenvalues and exciton binding en-
ergies.44 In terms of absolute values, Kohn-
Sham gaps have a tendency to underestimate
optical gaps.45,46 Using the data of Jasieniak
et al.41 we found that the ≈2.5 eV gap of the
d=1.5 nm CdSe is indeed an underestimate of
the optical gap for this size; our computed gap
at d=1.5 nm would correspond instead to the
experimental one for NPs with diameter of 2-
2.5 nm.

Partial filling of the intra-gap

states

The presence of the IGS may lead to IB absorp-
tion processes if such state is partially filled and
if the optical transitions are dipole active.
In order to investigate the optical activity of

the IGS we computed the oscillator strength of
the (HOMO-n→IGS) and (IGS→LUMO) tran-
sitions, with n¿5.cite-supplemental-material
We found that the HOMO→IGS transition
is symmetry forbidden in the smallest NPs,
but for larger ones (Cd33Se33 and Cd45Se45)
it becomes dipole active. The IGS→LUMO
transition had finite oscillator strength for all
studied CdSe NPs. We also compared the rela-
tive strength of IGS→LUMO, HOMO→IGS
and HOMO→LUMO transitions. For the
largest NPs we found that the HOMO→IGS
and HOMO→LUMO transitions have oscilla-
tor strengths of similar magnitude, the IGS
filling transition being slightly brighter. As
an example, in Cd33Se33 the HOMO→IGS was
2.5 times brighter than the HOMO→LUMO
transition, and the IGS emptying IGS→LUMO
transition was XX times more intense than the
HOMO→LUMO transition. (Need to verify
the IGS-¿LUMO transition. I could not get it
done with my code on Hopper so I’m evaluating
dipole matrix elements using wave functions
printed on a grid.)These calculations showed
that in CdSe NPs the IGS is expected to be
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Intra-gap State Filling by Chemical Doping 

Intra-gap state filled by cobaltocene doping 

optically active.
Partial filling of the IGS may be achieved ei-

ther by photo-doping or by charge doping.
In the case of photo-doping, the IGS of so-

lar cells that is empty in the initial state,
may be partially filled by photons with sub-
gap energies.47 Since the IB conversion effi-
ciency increases with the filling fraction of the
IGS, photo-doping-based IB solar cells are best
suited for concentrating PV designs.48 Efficien-
cies in the 25-41% range were calculated for
10-1,000 sun concentrations.49 For such photo-
doped PV designs, the above described CNPs
with IGSs can be readily adapted.
An alternative way to fill the IGS is by charge

doping. The current status of electron/hole
doping of CNPs is well summarized in Ref.50

Charge doping techniques include electrochem-
ical,51 photochemical52,53 and chemical dop-
ing.54 CdSe CNPs were successfully electron
doped by all of these methods.32,55–58 PbSe
CNPs were doped by cobaltocene, in a recent
work by the Klimov group, where a well sep-
arated IGS was observed in nanoparticles pre-
pared in solution.30 The relevance of these ob-
servations for solar applications, however, was
not articulated.
Building on the results of Ref.,30 we investi-

gated the possibility of doping CdSe nanoparti-
cles with cobaltocene. In the absence of sol-
vents, electron transfer from the cobaltocene
to the CdSe NPs may take place if the elec-
tron affinity of the nanoparticle (i.e. the en-
ergy required to fill the IGS state) is larger
than the ionization potential of the molecule.
We thus computed these two quantities using
∆SCF techniques.
Fig.4 shows the vertical -EAs of the CdSe NP

as a function of size. Quantum confinement ef-
fects decrease -EA with increasing NP diame-
ter. While the trend of -EA as a function of size
is the same as that of the IGS single particle en-
ergy (cf. Figure 3), their absolute values do not
coincide. For example, in Cd45Se45 the single
particle IGS energy is ≈-4.1 eV, while -EA is
≈-3.2 eV. Adiabatic effects tend to decrease -
EA by 0.1-0.2 eV. Our results for the -EAs of
the Cd33Se33 NPs (varying between 3.0 and 3.1
eV, depending on the structural model, see Sup-

Figure 4: Theoretical vertical (filled diamonds) and
adiabatic (empty diamonds) electron affinities (EA)
of CdSe NP as a function of the number of atoms
in the NP. The EA values were obtained from to-
tal energy differences (∆SCF) between the neutral
NP and the NP with an extra electron in the IGS,
computed within DFT-PBE. Also shown are the ex-
perimental reduction potentials (E0) of two reduc-
ing agents: cobaltocene (solid black line) and de-
camethylcobaltocene (dotted black line).
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plemental Material for details) are in very good
agreement with those of recent ab initio cal-
culations,59 that reported a value of 3.1 eV for
-EA of the Cd33Se33 NP, using the B3LYP func-
tional. To verify the robustness of our approach
we also calculated the -EA of Cd15Se15 NP using
the hybrid functional PBE0 and found a value
that differs from the PBE one by only 0.2 eV.
Turning to the calculation of the IP, we re-

call that cobaltocene is an organometallic com-
pound, consisting of a Co atom sandwiched be-
tween two carbon rings. Cobaltocene has two
conformations: the eclipsed one, with D5h sym-
metry, and the staggered one with D5d symme-
try.60 The unpaired electron of the Co atom
occupies a doubly degenerate orbital, making
cobaltocene a Jahn-Teller (JT) unstable dou-
blet61.62 This instability drives the molecule to
develop a static JT distortion, with an energy
gain of about 1.4 eV. We found that in vac-
uum, in the JT distorted ground state, the ver-
tical -IP of cobaltocene was -5.33 eV within the
PBE approximation and -5.45eV when using

5

regard to the NC center, allowing these forbidden transitions20.)
Because of mirror symmetric valence and conduction bands in
PbSe, these transitions have the same energy and strength, and
should overlap in the absorption spectrum; hence, a2 can be pre-
sented as a02 5 a0(1Ph,1Se) 1 a0(1Sh,1Pe) 52a0(1Ph,1Se). If elec-
trons are introduced into the 1Se state, the contribution to a2 from
the 1Sh – 1Pe transition is unchanged, while the contribution due to
the 1Ph – 1Se transition is bleached according to Da(1Ph,1Se) 5
(Ne/8)a0(1Ph,1Se)18; see Fig. 1b. As a result, Da2/a02 5 Ne/16, that
is, Da2/a02 5 0.5Da1/a01. This is exactly what is seen experimentally.

Along with bleaching of inter-band absorption peaks, doping is
expected to activate a new absorption feature in the mid-infrared due
to the allowed intra-band transition of the injected electrons from the
1Se to the 1Pe level5,7 (Fig. 1b). If, as stated above, the second peak in
inter-band absorption is due to the 1Sh,e -1Pe,h transition, its sepa-
ration from the 1S peak provides a measure of the energy of the intra-
band 1Se -1Pe transition, which for 7.9 nm PbSe NCs is 165 meV
(Fig. 2d, black solid line). Indeed, along with 1S bleaching, cobalto-
cene-treatment of these NCs produces a new mid-infrared feature
located exactly at 165 meV (Fig. 2d, red dashed line), which cannot
be attributed to absorption by cobaltocenium counterion (Supple-
mental Fig. S1).

The effect of doping on photoluminescence. Doping of quantum-
confined band-edge states should also have a dramatic effect on the
dynamics of photogenerated charges in NCs, and thus on PL
quantum yield. On the basis of statistical considerations21,22, the
radiative lifetime of an exciton in the presence of Ne extra charges
(tr,XNe) is shorter than that of a neutral exciton (tr,X, typically 100s of
ns23) by a factor of (Ne 1 1). In reality, if even one additional electron
is introduced into the NC, the measured lifetime of the singly-
charged exciton (tA,X1-) – a state known as a negative trion - is
characterized by sub-ns time constants22. This is due to activation
of efficient, nonradiative Auger decay, whereby the recombination
energy of an electron-hole pair is transferred to the extra carrier
within the NC. The Auger decay lifetime (tA) scales inversely with

the number of available recombination pathways24. In the case of a
single exciton generated in the NC doped with Ne electrons, tA,XNe
can be expressed in terms of the well-established biexciton Auger
lifetime (tA,XX) as tA,XNe 5 (8tA,XX)/[Ne(Ne 1 1)].

The effect of the combined contributions of radiative and Auger
recombination to overall PL efficiency within doped NCs can be
described in terms of the PL suppression factor, b. For an individual
NC with Ne extra electrons, b 5 QNe/Q0 5 (8/Ne)(tA,XX/tX), where
Q0 5 tX/tr,X is the neutral exciton PL quantum yield (trX is its total
lifetime), and QNe 5 tA,XNe(Ne 1 1)/tr,X is the charged exciton PL
quantum yield. Based on these expressions, a single excess charge is
expected to suppress PL by a factor of at least 1000, due to the
dramatic difference between the single-exciton radiative lifetime
and biexciton Auger lifetime. This is in sharp contrast to the effect
on the band-edge absorption feature, which is only bleached by a
factor of Ne/8 (i.e., 12.5% for a single excess electron).

We use the above considerations to model the effect of injected
electrons on PL assuming that extra charges are distributed across
the NC sample according to Poisson statistics: pi 5 (,Ne.

i/i!)exp
(-,Ne.), where pi is the probability of having i electrons in a given
NC if the average number of injected electrons is ,Ne. . In this case,
the ensemble-averaged PL suppression factor can be presented as
bh i~p0z 8tA,XX=tXð Þ

X?

i~1
pii{1. As tA,XX/tX = 1, the ensemble

PL quenching factor can be approximated by the fraction of
uncharged NCs, that is, ,b. < p0. In Fig. 3a, we apply this approxi-
mation to model the PL quantum yield of the sample with Eg 5
0.60 eV. Using ,Ne. from the bleach of the 1S absorption peak,
we obtain excellent agreement with the measured data (inset of
Fig. 3a; compare symbols and solid line) without any adjustable
parameters. This correlation holds true for all NC sizes, which is to
say that smaller NCs that exhibit less 1S bleach also show less PL
suppression (Supplemental Fig. S2).

The effect of doping on carrier dynamics. Next, we directly monitor
photoexcited NC dynamics as a function of doping level using TA
experiment25. We first measure the pristine sample and find tA,XX to

Figure 2 | Effect of treatment with cobaltocene on inter-band and intra-band absorption spectra of PbSe NCs. (a) Absorption spectra of 7.9 nm
diameter PbSe NCs as a function of cobaltocene concentration. (b) Fitting of the absorption spectrum of pristine PbSe NCs to the sum of the three
Gaussian bands (dashed black line) that describe the 1st (a1, dash red line), 2nd (a2, dash green line), and 3rd (a3, dash blue line) inter-band transitions.
(c) Normalized absorption intensity Dai/ai (i 5 1, 2, 3) in each transition (1st: red squares; 2nd: green circles, 3rd: blue triangles) for treated PbSe NCs as a
function of the concentration of cobaltocene. Inset: Correlation of Da1/ao1 and Da2/ao2. (d) Pristine (solid black line) and cobaltocene-treated (dash red
line) PbSe NCs.
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Intermediate Band Formed in NP Array 

Intra-Gap states combine into Intermediate Band in Simple Cubic 
nanoparticle array  

Such arrays have been recently fabricated in
Ref.75 where the NPs were stripped of the lig-
ands. We built simple cubic (SC) and face-
centered cubic (FCC) NP arrays from repre-
sentative Cd15Se15 NPs, determined their band
structure (shown in Fig. 5) using the PBE func-
tional, and analyzed the formation of an IB.
First, we verified that our NP arrays

are bound. The binding energies were
≈0.14 eV/NP for the SC and ≈0.35 eV/NP
for the FCC arrays, showing that NP solids in
the absence of ligands are not only bound but
stable at room temperature.
Figure 5 shows the IB width (defined as the

difference between the maximum and minimum
of the energy of the IB) of the SC and FCC ar-
rays of Cd15Se15 NPs as a function of the NP-
NP distance for a specific relative orientation
of the NPs.76 The fact that we found substan-
tial IB widths suggests that the IGS of indi-
vidual NPs is not strongly localized. To mea-
sure the IGS localization and those of states
close to the HOMO and LUMO, we computed
their Inverse Participation Ratio (IPR): we re-
call that the higher the IPR, the more local-
ized a state. Indeed, we found small IPRs for
unoccupied states, including the IGS and rel-
atively high IPRs for occupied states close to
the HOMO. For example, the ratio of the IPR
of the HOMO and that of the IGS in Cd33Se33
is ≈5, indicating that the IGS is less localized
than the HOMO. We observed similar relative
localization of states for all the CdSe NPs stud-
ied here.cite-supplemental-material Such a de-
localization of the IGS state may help reducing
the unwanted non-radiative recombination ac-
cording to the Luque-Mart́ı scenario.73

The NP-NP distance may be controlled by at-
taching ligands of suitable length to the NPs.26

However, these same ligands may also alter the
formation and presence of IGSs.77 Therefore,
the engineering of the ligands should be guided
by two inter-dependent criteria: avoid the sup-
pression of the IGS formed in bare NPs and
yield a NP-NP spacing leading to the desired
IB width. As an example, the nominal length
of the shortest routinely used organic ligand,
EDT, is ≈4 Å. Fig. 5 shows that at that dis-
tance, the IB width is about ≈0.05 eV.

Figure 5: Band structure of a simple-cubic (SC) (a)
and a face-centered cubic (FCC) (b) Cd

15
Se

15
NP

array along high-symmetry lines. The NP separa-
tion was chosen to be ≈1.8 Å, close to the theoreti-
cal equilibrium distance for both structures. (c) The
width of the IB, defined as the difference between the
maximum and the minimum of the band energies, in
SC and FCC arrays of Cd

15
Se

15
NPs, as a function of

NP-NP distance.
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Encouragingly, some recent experimental ev-
idence point to the formation of bands in NP
arrays.72,78,79 These papers reported high mo-
bilities for NP arrays, which in some cases were
temperature independent.
The formation of a coherent IB can be en-

sured by using monodisperse NPs. Techniques
to synthesize monodisperse CdSe NPs are al-
ready available,27,80 leading to an average di-
ameter of 4 nm and standard deviation of
less than 5%.81,82 Remarkably, “magic cluster”
CdSe NPs were synthesized with a practically
monodisperse size distribution.83

Core-shell NPs are also promising to realize
IBs in CNP arrays. Recently, the succesful syn-
thesis of CdSe/CdS84 and CdSe/ZnS core-shell
NPs with high level of monodispersity was re-
ported.82

We close with some considerations about
charge extraction. Extraction of electrons and
holes from the IB reduces the open circuit volt-
age Voc of a solar cell device, and thus it is to
be avoided. This could be accomplished, for ex-
ample by forming a charge-selective extraction
layer next to the metallic electrodes.85 Find-
ing extraction layers with favorable band align-
ment to the CBM and VBM of the intermediate
band CdSe NP absorber will be the subject of
future investigations. However, some initial in-
sight can be gained by a recent study on CdSe
NP sensitized solar cells whose results indicate
that TiO2 might be a potential candidate as an
electron extraction layer for the IB-CdSe NPs
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Intermediate Band Summary 

 

Epitaxial implementation yet to fulfill its promise 

Several designs to form intra-gap states 

Proof of Concept: Intra-gap state by NP relaxation 

Chemical doping of intra-gap state by cobaltocene 

Demonstrated formation of intermediate band in NP arrays 

IB is the most promising paradigm to boost sub-gap absorption 

Proposed to use Colloidal Nanoparticles to implement IB 
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Transport in Nanoparticle Solar Cells  

Built-in field generated by 
difference of electrode 
work functions 

Built-in field generated by 
forming p- and n-doped 
nanoparticle layers 
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temperature-dependent charge transport properties of NC films
described here provides more thorough understanding of elec-
trical conduction in NC films.

Various sizes of PbSe NCs (diameters ranging from 3.8 to
8.4 nm), passivated primarily with oleic acid, were prepared
by injecting a mixture of tri-n-octylphosphine selenide and
diphenylphosphine into a hot solution of lead oxide, oleic acid,
and octadecene following a modified literature procedure.26,27

Throughout the particle synthesis and the postsynthesis proce-
dure to prepare clean NC dispersions, exposure of the particles to
ambient was carefully avoided. See Supporting Information for
details. The optical absorbance spectra of these NCs dispersed in
tetrachloroethylene are displayed in Figure 1a. Particle diameters
were determined from a published correlation of size with the
first absorbance peak.28

Figure 1b shows a schematic of the cross section of a typical
PbSe NC FET that was prepared by the following procedure.
Briefly, a layer of Al/Au (10 nm/75 nm) was deposited on the
backside of a heavily doped Si wafer to work as a gate electrode.
The front side of the wafer was covered with thermally grown
300 nm thick SiO2 (specific capacitance =11.5 nF/cm

2). On top
of the SiO2 layer, source and drain Cr/Au (2.5 nm/32.5 nm)
electrodes were patterned by standard photolithography.29 The
length (L) and the width (W) of the channel varied from 50 to
200 μm and from 1 to 2 mm, respectively. These wafers were
treated with octadecyltrimethoxysilane (OTMS)30 to passivate
electron traps at the SiO2/NC solid interface and then trans-
ferred into a nitrogen glovebox. Films of NCs were spin-coated
on these wafers from dispersions of different sized PbSe NCs in
anhydrous octane. To improve conduction, the films were
treated with 0.05 M ethanedithiol (EDT) in acetonitrile.26,29

Cracks in the films, which resulted from the chemical treatment,
were filled by a second round of spin-coating of NC dispersions.
The resulting films were continuous and devoid of cracks, as
shown in an atomic force microscopy (AFM) image in Figure 1c.
Without any air exposure, these devices were then transferred
into another glovebox equipped with a vacuum probe station.
The devices were inserted into the vacuum probe station either at
room temperature or at 235 K and stored under vacuum (∼10!6

Torr) for more than two hours before taking electrical measure-
ments. See Supporting Information for details.

The drain current!gate voltage (ID!VG) characteristics of
the PbSe NC FETs at a given drain voltage (VD) showed a typical

V-shaped ambipolar transport characteristic, where ID increases
with the magnitude of applied VG (|VG|) (see Figure 2a or
Supporting Information Figure S1). The increase in ID with
positive gate voltage (right wing) indicates electron conduction
while increased ID with negative gate voltage (left wing) results
from hole conduction. The ID!VG characteristics measured near
room temperature showed significant hysteresis such that ID
upon carrier injection (while |VG| increases) was higher than
that upon carrier extraction (while |VG| decreases) for both
electron and hole conduction. For example, see the gray curve
in Supporting Information Figure S1. This type of hysteretic
behavior is generally observed from a system where injected
charge carriers become trapped and screen the gate bias.26,31

Unfortunately, the prominent hysteresis in the ID!VG curve
prevented extraction of meaningful electron and hole mobilities
or conductivities at room temperature. This is because an ID!VG
curve with noticeable hysteresis yields two very distinct trans-
conductance (dID/dVG) values (one upon carrier injection and
the other upon carrier extraction) and thus two distinct mobility
or conductivity values.

Importantly, the hysteresis was significantly suppressed at
lower temperatures, especially for electron conduction. As a con-
sequence, the hysteresis for electron conduction (right wing)
became essentially negligible below 200 K, whereas noticeable
hysteresis for hole conduction (left wing) persisted even at lower
temperatures. (See the blue and the red curves in Supporting
Information Figure S1 that were measured at 80 and 200 K,
respectively.) Such a suppression of hysteresis upon cooling
suggests that carrier trapping is thermally activated. Also, the
nearly complete disappearance of hysteresis for electron con-
duction at low temperatures implies that electron transport is not
influenced by traps at these low temperatures. This leads us to

Figure 1. (a) Optical absorbance spectra of four different sized PbSe
NCs dispersed in tetrachloroethylene. (b) Schematic of cross section of
PbSe NC FET (not to scale). (c) AFM height image of EDT treated
7.1 nm PbSe NC films.

Figure 2. (a) ID!VG characteristics of an FET based on 7.1 nm PbSe
NCs measured at different temperatures from 200 to 28 K (VG sweep
direction: from!50 to 70 V). (b) Semilog plot of σ vs 1/kBT for films of
four different sized NCs. (c) Log!log plot of d(log σ)/d(log T) vs T to
determine temperature dependence of conductivity. (d) Semilog plot of
σ vs 1/T0.5 for films of four different sized NCs.

FET mobility in PbS and PbSe Nanoparticle films 

Mobility(diameter D): rise->maximum 

Mobility µ~10-3-10-2 v. 103 cm2/Vs bulk Si  

M. Law (2010) 



Hierarchical transport studies based on 
electron energy calculations 

 

Energetics of coupled nanoparticles/nanostructures 

Hopping limit: Marcus, 
Miller-Abrahams: Ec, Ekin, τ	


Band limit: Band formation, 
Boltzmann transport: W, meff, τ	


Kinetic Monte Carlo of 
device transport 

Extraction of representative parameters 

Current-current correlation 
and response function 

I.  Carbone, S. Carter and GTZ J. Appl. Phys. 114, 193709 (2013) 
M. Voros, I. Carbone, S. Carter, G. Galli and GTZ submitted 



Nanoparticle radius selected 
with Gaussian distribution 
 
Always six nearest neighbors, 
packing density ~ ρ=0.52 

1.  Define nanoparticle lattice 

PackLSD: collision driven  
molecular dynamics 
 
Generate disordered jammed 
packing, density: ρ=0.62-0.63 
 

       Donev et al, (2005) 



One-particle energy E1p          
Kang and Wise  (1997)                                

2. Ab Initio Nanoparticle energetics 

Site Energies

Ea and Eb in Equation 2 are determined by the nanocrystal sizes assigned to each location in the

simulation lattice. For the simulation of films of mean crystal size, dcrystal, we distribute the crystal

sizes according to a Gaussian distribution of mean, dcrystal and standard deviation, s(dcrystal). Col-

loidal nanocrystal size generally becomes more difficult to control as crystal size increases.1,7,23

This is captured by using a standard deviation that increases with diameter:

s(dcrystal) = s0dcrystal, (6)

where s0 is a parameter constant across all crystal sizes.

The site energies, given by the LUMO energy levels for electron carriers, and the HOMO

levels for hole carriers, were calculated by Kang and Wise for a range of nanocrystal diameters.3

We assign site energies to each site by adopting the Kang-Wise values corresponding to their

designated sizes. Figure 3 shows the HOMO and LUMO levels used in our simulation.

Figure 3: HOMO and LUMO energies for PbSe used in hopping simulations. Values were calcu-
lated by Kang and Wise.3
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The successive application of approximations !i" and !iii"
leads to

!!N,N − 1" = J , !27"

which describes the trend in the numerical results. Thus the
value of !!N ,N−1" can be interpreted as an indirect measure
of the Coulomb repulsion between carriers, independent of N
under the aforementioned approximations. When the small

spacings between the quasiparticle energy levels are taken
into account, however, !!N ,N−1" is more pronounced for
odd values of N, because each orbital level can be occupied
by two carriers. The nearly constant value of !!N ,N−1" as a
function of N is characteristic of quantum dots where the
near-edge states are highly degenerate. For example, in Si
quantum dots, where the S-like conduction-band edge states
originate from the six X valleys of bulk Si, up to 12 electrons
can be loaded into the nearly degenerate S-like conduction
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(a) Charging spectrum for different εout ; R=15.3 Å
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FIG. 2. Electron and hole charging energies !a" and addition
energies !b" of a R=15.3-Å PbSe quantum dot, calculated for three
values of the macroscopic dielectric constant of the surrounding
medium !"out=1 ,2.1,20". For clarity purposes, in !b" the hole ad-
dition energies are indicated with a negative value.
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(a) Charging Spectrum for different εout ; R=30.6 Å

εout=1

εout=2.1

εout=20

εgap
qp

FIG. 3. Electron and hole charging energies !a" and addition
energies !b" of a R=30.6-Å PbSe quantum dot, calculated for three
values of the macroscopic dielectric constant of the surrounding
medium !"out=1 ,2.1,20". For clarity purposes, in !b" the hole ad-
dition energies are indicated with a negative value.

ELECTRON AND HOLE ADDITION ENERGIES IN PbSe… PHYSICAL REVIEW B 76, 045401 !2007"

045401-5

Addition/charging energy Ec  
An, Franceschetti, Zunger (2007)                                



Thermally activated  
nearest-neighbor hopping 
 
Miller-Abrahams: low T single phonon 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Marcus: high T ”multi phonon”/polaronic 
 
 
 λ: reorganization energy 

H: ”electronic coupling”  

3. Dynamics: NP-NP Transition rates 



Metal  
electrode 

3. Dynamics: Device level modeling 



RESULTS: Diameter dependence of µ	


σ = width of NP size distribution Small D: steep rise 
Large D: plateau/decrease 



RESULTS: Diameter dependence of µ - Physics 	


Small D: steep rise 

1. For increasing D less hops 
are enough to cross sample 

2. E1p(D) less steep for 
increasing D, energy 
disorder is decreases with D 

Large D: plateau/decrease 

The electron density (#/unit 
volume) is kept constant, for 
increasing D the electron #/
nanoparticle increases, increasingly 
blocking transport by Coulomb 
blockade/charging energy ΕC	


Site Energies

Ea and Eb in Equation 2 are determined by the nanocrystal sizes assigned to each location in the

simulation lattice. For the simulation of films of mean crystal size, dcrystal, we distribute the crystal

sizes according to a Gaussian distribution of mean, dcrystal and standard deviation, s(dcrystal). Col-

loidal nanocrystal size generally becomes more difficult to control as crystal size increases.1,7,23

This is captured by using a standard deviation that increases with diameter:

s(dcrystal) = s0dcrystal, (6)

where s0 is a parameter constant across all crystal sizes.

The site energies, given by the LUMO energy levels for electron carriers, and the HOMO

levels for hole carriers, were calculated by Kang and Wise for a range of nanocrystal diameters.3

We assign site energies to each site by adopting the Kang-Wise values corresponding to their

designated sizes. Figure 3 shows the HOMO and LUMO levels used in our simulation.

Figure 3: HOMO and LUMO energies for PbSe used in hopping simulations. Values were calcu-
lated by Kang and Wise.3
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It is noted that there are two competing factors related to charging energy. On one hand, the

actual charging energy parameter Ec decreases with increasing crystal diameter. This led Lee et

al. to conclude that diameter dependence of the charging energy is responsible for the rapid rise

of the mobility in the small diameter region.14 On the other hand, the charging energy cost is only

incurred only if carriers interact during transport. Our Figure 6 implies that for small nanocrystal

sizes, multiple carriers are not forced to occupy the same nanocrystal, thus the charging processes

have negligible impact on transport. We therefore attribute the rapid rise of the mobility to disorder

and hopping-distance effects.

Figure 6: The average charging energy barrier per hop (open circles) and the number of carriers
per nanocrystal at 0.002 carriers/nm3 (closed circles). At smaller crystal sizes, multiple carriers
are less likely to occupy a single nanocrystal.

Finally, we note that very similar parameters were used to account for all the experimental

data, as illustrated by Table 1. Two relevant parameters are not included in the Table. HOMO

and LUMO energies were directly taken from the calculations of Kang and Wise (Figure 3),3 and

the tunneling amplitudes were computed by the code of Brennan22 as the half energy splittings in

Figure 2 divided by Planck’s constant. Neither of these inputs contained any fitting or adjustment

on our end. Finally, the simulations of Figure 4b differ from Figure 4a in the a parameter alone,

which only serves as an overall scaling factor. The fact that nearly identical parameter sets are

able to account for three sets of non-monotonic experimental data suggests that the hopping model

incorporates the most significant energy terms and represents the most relevant physical processes.
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RESULTS: Verifying Electron-hole effects 

Simulated equal electron and hole densities 
 
Presence of holes neutralizes the Coulomb barrier: 
conductivity grows instead of peaking  



Transport optimization leads to 9% efficiency 

Transport optimization by strategic 
- ligand-exchange processes 
- bandgap-engineering 
- surface passivation and 
- atomic layer deposition infilling 

 9.2% efficiency was reached in PbS-
TBAI nanoparticle solar cells 
            
                          Bawendi (2014) 
 
2015: The year nanoparticle 
solar cells break 10% ?! 

LETTERS NATURE MATERIALS DOI: 10.1038/NMAT3984

PbS-TBAI/PbS-EDT
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Figure 1 | Photovoltaic device architectures and performance. a, Device architectures. b, Representative J–V characteristics of devices with Au anodes
under simulated AM1.5G irradiation (100 mW cm�2). The PbS-TBAI device consists of 12 layers of PbS-TBAI and the PbS-TBAI/PbS-EDT device consists of
10 layers of PbS-TBAI and 2 layers of PbS-EDT. c, External quantum e�ciency (EQE) spectra for the same devices.

Table 1 | Solar cell performance parameters.

VOC (V) JSC (mA cm�2) FF (%) PCE (%)

PbS-TBAI⇤ 0.506±0.009 (0.519) 20.7± 1.1 (22.8) 57.7± 1.9 (59.6) 6.0±0.4 (7.0)
PbS-TBAI/PbS-EDT⇤ 0.525±0.016 (0.544) 25.3± 1.1 (26.5) 61.6± 1.3 (63.8) 8.2±0.6 (9.2)
PbS-TBAI/PbS-EDT certified† 0.5546±0.0055 24.2±0.7 63.8± 1.3 8.55±0.18

The numbers in parentheses represent the values obtained for the best-performing cell. ⇤To account for experimental errors, the reported averages and deviations are for samples of between six and
nine devices on the same substrate from measurements performed between 1 and 75 days of air exposure. †Error bars: quoted uncertainties with an approximately 95% level of confidence.

Fermi level and valence band edge (EV) in PbS-TBAI is greater
(EF � EV = 0.82 eV) than that in PbS-EDT (EF � EV = 0.63 eV).
According to the individually determined band positions, the large
conduction band o�set (0.68 eV) between PbS-TBAI and PbS-EDT
should block electron flow from the PbS-TBAI layer to the PbS-EDT
layer. However, because the interactions between the PbS-TBAI and
the PbS-EDT layers can a�ect the interfacial band bending, the
actual band o�sets in the device must be measured directly.

To determine the band alignment at the PbS-TBAI/PbS-EDT
interface, we performed UPS measurements on PbS-TBAI films
covered with di�erent thicknesses of PbS-EDT (see Supplementary
Information for the spectra and more details). As shown in Fig. 2a,
as the thickness of the PbS-EDT layer increases, the Fermi level
with respect to vacuum shifts to shallower energy levels and
reaches saturation when the thickness of the PbS-EDT layer exceeds
13.5 nm. The shift indicates the formation of an interfacial dipole,
which results in a reduction of the work function and a downward
vacuum level shift at the interface.Moreover, the di�erence between
the Fermi level and the valence band edge decreases with increasing
PbS-EDT layer thickness. The energy level alignment at the PbS-
TBAI/PbS-EDT interface deduced from the thickness-dependent
UPS data is plotted in Fig. 2b.

The band alignment demonstrates the role of the PbS-EDT
layer as an electron-blocking/hole-extraction layer between the PbS-
TBAI layer and the anode, which leads to an improved photocurrent

collection e�ciency and enhanced device performance in the PbS-
TBAI/PbS-EDTdevices. In the PbS-TBAI-only device, electron flow
from PbS-TBAI to the anode, which is in the opposite direction to
the photocurrent, and interfacial recombination at the PbS/anode
interface are possible loss mechanisms (Fig. 2c). In the PbS-
TBAI/PbS-EDT device, the conduction band o�set between the
PbS-TBAI and PbS-EDT layers provides an energy barrier that
prevents photogenerated electrons (filled circles) from flowing to
the PbS-EDT layer, whereas the valence band o�set provides an
additional driving force for the flow of photogenerated holes (open
circles) to the PbS-EDT layer. The insertion of the PbS-EDT layer
not only prevents electron flow from PbS-TBAI to the anode but
may also reduce surface recombination of photogenerated electrons
and holes at the PbS-TBAI/anode interface.

The interfacial band bending makes an additional minor
contribution to the improved JSC. The band bending at the PbS-
TBAI/PbS-EDT interface implies the formation of a depletion
region adjacent to this junction, which e�ectively extends the overall
depletion width in the PbS-TBAI light-absorbing layer. This e�ect
is similar to that in previously reported graded-doping devices15,16
where control of carrier concentrations through ligand exchange
extends the depletion region, although in that case the band edge
positions of the PbS QDs were not altered16. The extension of the
depletion region in those graded-doping devices accounts for a
marginal increase (<5%) in JSC comparedwith ungraded devices15,16.
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Transcending competing paradigms in nanoparticle solar cells: 
Integrating Transport and CM+IB boosted absorption  

High energy boost: 
Carrier 

Multiplication in  
NP solar cells    

Hopping transport: 
ab initio-based 

Marcus/Miller-Abr. 
kinetic Monte-Carlo   

Band transport: 
ab initio-based 
semi-classical 

Boltzmann theory 

Low energy boost: 
Intermediate 

Band in  
NP solar cells  

Full Spectrum Boost: 
Integrating the Intermediate Band &  

Carrier Multiplication Paradigms 

Unified Transport Theory: 
Integrating band & hopping transport 
Ab initio-based Multi-scale Modeling 

The Full Spectrum Boost Project 



PV System Price, 2009-2013 
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Bottom-up Modeled System Price of PV 
Systems by Sector, Q4 ’09 - Q4 ‘13  

Note: Standard crystalline silicon modules (13.5% efficiency in Q4 2009 to 15.0% in Q4 2013). System sizes:  residential: 5 kW in Q4 
2009 through Q4 2013; commercial:  202 kW in Q4 2009 to 223 kW in Q4 2012 (200 kW in Q4 2013); utility-scale: 175 MW in Q4 2009 
to 185 MW to Q4 2013). Modeled system sizes in the residential and commercial rooftop sectors were chosen based on typical system 
sizes, then adjusted for optimal inverter configuration. System sizing for utility-scale benchmarks were chosen for comparison 
purposes against pricing reported from DOE’s Energy Information Administration (2010). 
Source: SolarCity. (2014). “Cost Calculation Methodology.” Accessed September 2, 2014: http://investors.solarcity.com/events.cfm.   

ͻ Since Q4 2009, modeled system prices fell between 16% – 19% per year 
ͻ 1/2 - 2/3 of reduction attributed to module price reductions 

ͻ From Q4 ‘12 to Q4 ‘13, modeled system prices fell between $0.07/W - $0.44/W, or 3-12% 
ͻ Q4 2013 bottom-up modeled residential system price of $3.29/W is consistent with leading 

residential installers’ pricing, such as SolarCity’s reported Q2 2014 costs ($3.03/W), plus a 
reasonable operating profit margin. 
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Reduction of Nonradiative Recombination  
by Strain in Nanoparticle Arrays 
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Reduction of Nonradiative Recombination  
by Strain in Nanoparticle Arrays 
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Figure 5: The logarithm of the ratio between radiative (k
r

) and nonradiative (k
nr

) decay rates for
the four capture processes outlined in Figure 4, as a function of decreasing strain on the NP (see
text), for a P

b

defect at the surface of a 1.3 nm Si NP terminated by an oxide layer. The black
horizontal line represents the boundary between radiative (white area) and nonradiative (gray area)
recombination processes. Configurations representing di↵erent relaxation schemes around the defect
(and hence di↵erent amount of strain) are shown on the x axis: r

nn

(nearest neighbor), r
np

(Si NP and
first layer of oxygen) and r1 (all atoms in the system). Nonradiative rates given by Equation 7 and 3
are indicated by the dots and open circles respectively.

Nonradiative recombination rates for the processes displayed in Figure 4 and the r

nn

configurations were also calculated using Marcus theory (Equation 5). After comparing the

two methods, Equations 5 and 7, we found the characters (radiative or nonradiative) of all

the transitions within the r

nn

configuration to be unchanged.

It is clear from Figure 5, that the nonradiative recombination rates are highly sensitive to

the number of atoms that are permitted to relax around the defect, due to the exponential

dependence of k
nr

on E

act

. The nonradiative recombination rates were calculated for the

three di↵erent configurations defined earlier (r
nn

, r

np

and r1). By holding some atoms

fixed during relaxation we preserved the strain induced by the original surrounding matrix.

Calculations allowing only nearest neighbor atoms to relax (r
nn

) simulate a system where

the matrix has a strong e↵ect on the surface strain of the NP. Instead, the r1 calculations

12



4.2. Projected DOS 
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4

FIG. 3. (color online). (a) Contributions to the total EDOS divided into matrix, interface and NP states at the example of
the Si123 NP. Isodensity plots of the local density of (b) valence and (c) conduction states, integrated over an interval of 0.5
eV to the respective band edge.

of a-ZnS with a gap of 3 eV, and bring them into con-
tact along a planar interface. The a-ZnS gap being much
larger, they form a type I interface [20, 21]. If the inter-
face is curved up into a sphere with a decreasing radius
of curvature to evolve the Si into a Si-NP, quantum con-
finement broadens the Si gap. Based on the above ob-
servations, the CBM of the Si remains inside the a-ZnS
gap and thus remains the CBM of the composite. At
the same time, the sinking Si VBM and the rising a-ZnS
VBM cross. This transforms the type I interface of the
bulk slabs into the type II interface of the Si-NP/a-ZnS
nanocomposite.

To gain further insight, we employed the methodology
described in Refs. 22 and 23 to compute the spatial de-
pendence of the VBM and CBM energy values as a func-
tion of the radial distance from the NP center. Defining
the radial local density of states as

D(✏, r) = 2
X

n

| 
n

(r)|2(r)�(✏� ✏
n

) (3)

where | 
n

(r)|2(r) denotes the density of the n-th single
particle wave function averaged on a surface of a sphere
(centered at the nanoparticle center) with radius r. This
allows the determination of the band edge energy values
as a function of r:

Z
EF

VBM(r)

D(✏, r)d✏ =

Z
CBM(r)

EF

D(✏, r)d✏ = �

Z
EF

�1
D(✏, r)d✏.

(4)
Fig. 4 shows the energy values of the VBM and CBM

of the Si
123

NP embedded in the a-ZnS, as a function of
the radial distance from the NP center. The CBM out-
side the NP is clearly higher relative to the CBM inside
the NP by about 0.3eV. Moreover, the VBM outside the
NP is clearly higher relative to the CBM inside the NP by
about 0.15eV. It is noted that the transiton between the

bands is sharp and well defined for the conduction band,
whereas it is more gradual for the valence band. The
gradual increase can be attributed to the electronic states
of the sulphur shell interpolating between the enhanced-
energy matrix states and the lower energy NP states lo-
cated at the core of the NP. We verified this interpre-
tation by graphically plotting the wave function ampli-
tudes. This explicit study of the band alignments recon-
firms our conclusion that a type II interface is formed
between the Si NPs and the a-ZnS matrix.

Given the tendency of LDA to underestimate band

FIG. 4. (color online). Band lineup of Si123 in a-ZnS. Lower
energy curves are for the HOMO (VBM), higher energy curves
are for the LUMO (CBM) with several di↵erent values for �.
The NP/ZnS interface is located at 15-16 Bohr, while the cell
boundary is located at about 20.5 Bohr.

3

FIG. 2. (color online). Sulfur shell formation on the surface
of a Si35 NP. The S atoms within this shell are 3-fold coordi-
nated, featuring one Si-S bond and two S-Zn bonds, resulting
in the formation of S lone pairs, which are involved in the
HOMO (blue isodensity plot) and near-HOMO states.

Before proceeding with the analysis of the entire sys-
tem, we discuss a remarkable interface e↵ect. During an-
nealing the Si NP drew S atoms from the matrix, leading
to the formation of a sulfur shell on the surface of the Si-
NP. We found that the S atoms within this sulfur shell
were only 3-fold coordinated, as opposed to the 4-fold
coordination within the matrix. In bulk ZnS, each of the
4 Zn atoms surrounding one S atom contributed 0.5 e�

to the ZnS bonds, whereas the Si atoms contributed 1 e�

to the Si-S bonds. Therefore, the S atoms of the sulphur
shell formed one S-Si bond and two S-Zn bonds, leaving
two electrons to form one lone pair. Plotting the ampli-
tude of the electronic states at the top of the valence band
reveals that for this small NP system the HOMO states
are dominantly formed from the lone pairs. (cf. Fig. 2)
Thus, tracking the states of the sulphur shell and their
energies can be quite important for understanding the
physics of the VBM of the Si-NP/a-ZnS nanocomposite.

A concommittant aspect of the formation of the sul-
phur shell is that the migration of the S atoms towards
the Si NP surface drives the formation of small Zn clus-
ters within the matrix. These Zn clusters fill the gap with
low energy states, in e↵ect undermining the utility of
this composite for solar applications that require the ex-
istence of a well defined gap. To overcome this problem,
we extended our simulation to overall non-stoichiometric
Zn

1�x

S
1+x

compositions by repeatedly replacing some of
the Zn atoms of these Zn clusters with S atoms and per-
forming corresponding annealing cycles. This procedure

was used until most Zn clusters have been neutralized.
The resulting nanocomposite comprised there regions: Si
NPs, sulphur shells around the NPS, and a Zn-cluster-
free, essentially stoichiometric amorphous ZnS matrix.
This physical picture will be now substantiated with a
detailed analysis.
To proceed with the analysis of the gap reduction of

the entire system. next we studied the details of the
density of states. Fig. 3a shows the total EDOS of the
Si

123

NP embedded into a-ZnS. Driven by the just-made
observation about the potential importance of the sul-
phur shell, we divided the EDOS into contributions from
the NP, S-shell and matrix spatial regions. The three
spatial regions were defined as (i) the interior of a first
sphere that enclosed the NP with a radius of 8 Å, (ii)
a shell with a thickness of 2 Åbetween the first sphere
and a second sphere with radius of 10 Å, enclosing the
S atoms of the sulphur shell, and (iii) remaining part of
the simulation volume. Each electronic state  

j

was pro-
jected onto atomic orbitals �

i

centered at the positions of
the ions in the above three regions. The contribution of
each electronic state to each region’s EDOS(E) was de-
termined as the sum of the projections of the state ( ) to
the atomic orbitals (�) in that region, in a narrow energy
interval around E:

EDOS
region

(E) =
X

j

X

i2region

|h�
i

| 
j

i|2 �(E
j

� E) (2)

The projected density of states are shown in Fig. 3a,
where energy intervals of 0.1 eV were used.
The Figure clearly shows that the states at the bottom

of the conduction band (CB) are dominantly localized
inside the nanoparticle. The first conduction states that
reach into the matrix are located well above the conduc-
tion band minimum (CBM). Furthermore, the states at
the top of the valence band (VB) are dominantly local-
ized outside the nanoparticle.
Figs. 3b and 3c show isodensity plots of the valence

and conduction states, integrated over a 0.5 eV energy in-
terval at the respective band edge. These figures reinforce
our physical picture of the electronic conduction states
at the CBM being localized inside the NP. Further, the
hole states at the VBM that were dominantly localized
in the S-shell for the previously considereed small NP are
now extended over both the S-shell and the matrix. This
translates to an e�cient spatial separation between the
photo-induced electrons and holes. This spatial separa-
tion means that the electron and hole transport in a NP-
based solar cell takes place in complementary transport
channels, thus reducing the recombination rates drasti-
cally.
The gap reduction can be analyzed by the following

Gedanken experiment. Let us consider a semi-infinite
slab of Si with a gap of 1.1 eV and semi-infinite slab

Projected states to atomic orbitals to determine character of states 


